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NSVSNWDWNTS KWTP BNQQ MXWVHMJQ WJWNWJG PWJVNGJSW TK SP\QNSJ CTWSTWDWNTS DSG P\ GTVV 
ZMT VDZ WMJ SJJG WT GJJNS WMNSPNSJ TK WMJ MTG TK WMJ VXSJWYNVTW NS D SJZ ZD\ I GJJDS P\ 
VJDWHM KTW PDWJWNDQ ZMNHM HTXQG MJQS GJKNSJ MXVW ZMJWJ ZJ PNJMW GJ JTNSJ- HJ VDZ WMJ 
J[SDSGJG GXWNJV SJHJVVDW\ WT HTPSJWJ NS TXW GXVNSJVV DV WMJ KTXSGDWNTS KTW VXSJWYNVTW\ 
HTSWWNGXWNTS- PJWPNWWNSJ PJ WT J[SQTWJ SJZ MTWN]TSV HJSWJWJG DWTXSG WMJ VXSJWYNVTW 
GJHDXVJ TK WMJ HMDSJJV ZMNHM ZJWJ JYTQYNSJ GDNQ\ DV WMJ ZTWPKTWHJ HMDSJJG DSG WMJ 
SWTGXHWV SP\QNSJ PDSXKDHWXWJG GJHDPJ PTWJ HTPSQJ[ NJSNWJG D SDVVNTS WT MJQS NS WMJ 
KTWPDWNTS TK WMJ WTQJ- BJHDXVJ TK WMJ HTSKNGJSHJ BNQQ MDG VMTZS NS PJ NW ZDV D WWXJ 
SWNYNQJJJ WT GJJNS ZTWP TS WMJ WDVP- TMWTXJMTXW WMJ PTSWMV TK WJVJDWHM PDS\ TWMJWV DW 
SP\QNSJ'V PDSXKDHWXWNSJ TSJWDWNTSV HTSWWNGXWJG ZNWM NGJDV WTSNH VXJJJVWNTSV DSG 
HWNWNHNVP WT MJQS KTWP DSG VMDSJ WMJ GNWJHWNTS TK WMJ GXNGJ- M\ SWDHWNHJ KNJQG ZDV WMJ 
DXGNJSHJ DW ZMNHM WMJ KNSDQ ZTWP ZDV WT GJ KTHXVJG- EDHM GD\ ZNWM JDHM TSSTWWXSNW\ WT 
HTSVXQ TW DGYNVJ VMDSJG TWMJW GXNQGNSJ GQTHPV WT KTWP WMJ SWJSV- TMNV ZDV D HMDSHJ WT 
NSKQXJSHJ WMJ KXWXWJ GJMDYNTW TK VXSJWYNVTWV: ZMNHM SWTYNGJG DS J[SJWNJSHJ XSSDWDQQJQJG 
NS P\ PDS\ \JDWV NS HXPDS RJVTXWHJV- 
TMJ SWDHWNHDQ VNGJ TK SXWVXNW WT HTPSQJWJ P\ SWTMJHW HDPJ KWTP WMJ HTSVWDSW 
JSHTXWDJJPJSW KWTP P\ KDPNQ\- USGJWVWDSGNSJ WMJ SJJGJG WNPJ DZD\ KTW QNGWDW\ WJVJDWHM 
DSG WMJ HTPSTVNWNTS TK QDWJJ STWWNTSV TK WMJ SWTMJHW ZDV PJW ZNWM XSGJWVWDSGNSJ DV ZDV 
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HTQQJHWNTS TK HWDWJV DSG WTWJV KNQQJG ZNWM PDWJWNDQV ZMNHM VWNQQ THHXS\ YDQXJG VSDHJV NS DQQ 
SDWWV TK TXW MTPJ- IW ZDV D KDHW WMDW ZJJPJSGV ZJWJ GJYTWJG WT SWTMJHW DHWNYNWNJV DW WMJ 
J[SJSVJ TK WMJ QDZS TW WMJ KN[XS SWTMJHWV WMDW P\ ZNKJ GJWW\ SNHPJG XS NS P\ VWJDG- 
RJSD\PJSW KTW WMJVJ PDS\ GTSDWNTSV TK WNPJ DSG JKKTWW PDGJ WT MJQS PJ KNSDQQ\ KNSNVM 
ZNQQ GJ GTSJ JQDGQ\- IS WMJ QDVW \JDW ZMNQJ ZTWPNSJ TS WJYNVNTSV DSG HTXSWQJVV JGNWV DSG 
WJJGNWV P\ VTSV TKKJWJG DVVNVWDSHJ G\ JXNGNSJ PJ NS WMJ WJHMSNHDQ DVSJHWV TK SWTGXHNSJ D 
YJWVNTS TK WMJ SWTMJHW WMDW I HTXQG SWJVJSW WT WMJ DNWJHWTW- TMJNW SMTSJ HTSVXQWDWNTS DSG 
VXJJJVWNTSV DGTXW HTSVWWXHW NVVXJV JDYJ PJ WMTVJ TWMJW YNJZV TK VXGMJHW PDWWJW I SJJGJG 
WT DWWNYJ DW D KNSNVMJG SWTGXHW- OXWVNGJ TK P\ KDPNQ\ WMJ MJQS NS ZTWG SWTHJVVNSJ I MDYJ 
WJHJNYJG KWTP SDSG\ SWXW]PDS GTWM GXWNSJ WMJ GJHDGJ TK HTXWVJ ZTWP DSG NS GTNSJ WMJ 
KNSDQ JGNWV HTSVWWXHWNTS DSG SWTGXHWNTS TK WMJ SWTMJHW MDV GJJS NSYDQXDGQJ- SMJ MDV JNYJS 
MJW WNPJ DSG JKKTWW WT MJQS PJ WT MDYJ SDSJWV NS TS WNPJ DSG NS D KNSNVMJG KTWP ZMNHM 
WJVXQWJG NS PJ GJNSJ DGQJ WT GJ DW WMJ STNSW TK HTPSQJWNTS-
TMJ XQWNPDWJ WMDSPV PXVW JT WT WMJ MLS DNWJHWTWV DSG WMJNW VWDKKV KTW WMJNW 
DVVNVWDSHJ NS PTYNSJ WMWTXJM WMJ HTXWVJ ZTWP DSG NS WMJ HTPSQJWNTS TK WMJ WJVXNWJPJSWV 
KTW WMJ MDVWJW TK LNGJWDQ SWXGNJV GJJWJJ- WJV RTGGNSV ZJQHTPJG PJ NSWT WMJ MLS 
PWTJWDP DSG PDGJ P\ WJNSWWTGXHWNTS NSWT KTWPDQ GJJWJJ HTXWVJV JSMT\DGQJ DSG KXQQ TK 
HMDQQJSJJ- PDW FXWQTSJ SDYJG WMJ ZD\ WT P\ GJNSJ DGQJ WT WDPJ JQJHWNYJ HTXWVJV NS WMJ 
MBA HXWWNHXQXP NS OWJDSN]DWNTSDQ BJMDYNTW ZMNHM MJQSJG KTWP P\ NSWJWJVW NS WMJ 
VXGMJHW TK QJDGJWVMNS- IW ZDV WMJWJ WMDW I KNWVW PJW SWJYJ NTWWTS ZMT JDYJ PJ JYJS JWJDWJW 
HMDQQJSJJV NS WJDGNSJ DSG HTSVNGJWDWNTS TK WTSNHV SXVMNSJ PJ DZD\ KWTP WMJ 
"HTPKTWWDGQJ" HXPDS RJVTXWHJV YNJZ TK PDSDJNSJ WMJ GXVNSJVV- TMTXJM MNV GJWDNQJG 
J[DPNSDWNTS TK WMJ KNWVW TK P\ SWTMJHW VXGPNVVNTSV NS WMJ SSWNSJ TK WMNV \JDW WMDW MDV 
NY 
GJJS PTVW GJSJKNHNDQ NS SWJSDWNSJ PJ WT WMNSP NS WJWPV TK KNSDQQ\ KNSNVMNSJ WMJ ZTWP- BTWM 
MJ DSG DDYJ VTQQWDWM MDYJ WDPJS D JWJDW GJDQ TK WNPJ WT JJW VXJJJVWNTSV WT PJ- IW ZDV 
MNPJ KJJS'V NSWJWJVW NS SJSWJPGJW 1//4 WMDW SWTYNGJG WMJ JPTWNTSDQ VSDWP WMDW JDYJ PJ 
HTXWDJJ WT HTPSQJWJ WMJ SWTMJHW- WNWMTXW MNV NSYNWDWNTS WT WJWXWS WT HTPSQJWJ WMJ ZTWP I 
SWTGDGQ\ ZTXQG STW MDYJ WWNJG WT DHWNYDWJ NSWJWJVW DKWJW VXHM D QTSJ DGVJSHJ- 
M\ SDWW NS WMJ SWTHJVV ZDV PDGJ JDV\ GJHDXVJ WMTVJ PJSWNTSJG MJWJ- I ZWTWJ TK 
NGJDV WMDW I ZDV DGQJ WT QNYJ JDHM GD\- I WJDG TK ZD\V TK QJDGNSJ JPSQT\JJV WMDW TWMJWV 
MDG XVJG WT GJWWJW WMJNW HQNJSWV TW WMJNW HTPSDSNJV- I KJQW WMDW WMJ JSG SWTGXHW HTXQG 
SWTYNGJ D SJZ VWDWW WT WMJ ZD\ P\ HTPSDS\ GJDQV ZNWM NWV SJTSQJ DSG JVSJHNDQQ\ NWV KNWVW 
QNSJ VXSJWYNVTWV- M\ GJVNWJ NV WT XVJ TMJ GXNGJ DW SP\QNSJ ZMJWJ VXSJWYNVTWV ZMT HMTTVJ 
WT NPSWTYJ HDS PDPJ D GNKKJWJSHJ G\ WMJ ZD\ WMDW WMJ\ DSSWTDHM WMJNW WJVSTSVNGNQNWNJV TK 
QJDGJWVMNS NS WMJ \JDWV WT HTPJ- 
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YX 
PWDHWNHDQ SWJSV WT EKKJHWNYJ LJDGJWVMNS 
A SXSJWYNVTW'V PJWVTSDQ GXNGJ WT PJWKTWPDSHJ IPSWTYJPJSW 
ISWWTGXHWNTS 
TMJ JTG OK TMJ SXSJWYNVTW 
WJQHTPJ WT \TXW SJWVTSDQ GXNGJ WT SJWKTWPDSHJ NPSWTYJPJSW- B\ STZ \TX MDYJ DQWJDG\ 
SDVVJG WMJ JSWW\ SMDVJ TK ZDSWNSJ WT NPSWTYJ WMJ SJWKTWPDSHJ TK \TX DSG \TXW WJDP VT 
WMJ GXNGJ DSG NWV SWJSV ZNQQ JNYJ \TX WMJ SJJGJG NGJDV DSG VXJJJVWNTSV WT VWDWW \TX TS 
\TXW ZD\- STPJ TK WMJ SWJSV DV WMJ\ DWJ WJKJWWJG WT NS WMNV GXNGJ DWJ GNWJHWJG DW 
NPSWTYJPJSW TK GTWM \TX DSG \TXW WJDP- TMJVJ SWJSV TK GXDQ NPSDHW DWJ KTXSG NS WMJ 
KNWVW VJHWNTS TK WMJ GXNGJ KWTP MDPNSJ TTGD\'V WTWPSQDHJ D BJWWJW PQDHJ WT WTWP WT WMJ 
GJJNSSNSJ TK WMJ VWXG\ TK WMJ VXSJWYNVTW'V SJZ WTQJ DV QJDGJW- TMJ\ DWJ GJVNJSJG WT MJQS 
\TX DSG \TXW WJDP NS WJHTJSN]NSJ WMJ YDQXJ TK SWTGQJP VTQYNSJ DSG PTWNYDWNTS DV WMJ 
KTXSGDWNTSV TK NPSWTYJPJSW- IS WMJ VJHTSG VJHWNTS GJJNSSNSJ ZNWM WMJ ISWWTGXHWNTS WT 
LJDGJWVMNS \TX ZNQQ KNSG VXJJJVWJG PJWMTGV WT GWNSJ TXW WMJ GJVW NS \TX ZMNHM ZNQQ WJVXQW 
NS NPSWTYJG SJWKTWPDSHJ NS \TX DSG \TXW WJDP- TMJVJ SWJSV SWTYNGJ WMJ HWNWNHDQ 
HTPSTSJSWV TK \TXW HMDSJJ KWTP VXSJWYNVTW WT WMJ QJDGJW TK \TXW WJDP- 
WMJS \TX HTPGNSJ WMJ WZT VJHWNTSV NSWT \TXW SJZ TSJWDWNSJ VW\QJ NW ZNQQ VMTZ D 
WJPDWPDGQJ GNKKJWJSHJ NS MTZ \TX JJW WMJ ZTWP GTSJ NS \TXW GJSDWWPJSW- IW ZNQQ GJ 
STWNHJDGQJ WT \TXW WJDP: NW ZNQQ JNYJ \TXW GTVV D JQNPSVJ TK ZMDW HDS GJ J[SJHWJG TK \TX 
lq WMJ KXWXWJ: DSG NW ZNQQ JNYJ \TX SJWVTSDQQ\ D ZD\ WT DHMNJYJ STVNWNYJ WJVXQWV PTWJ 
TKWJS WMDS DS\WNPJ lq \TXW HDWJJW- TMTVJ DWJ WMJ GNKKJWJSHJV \TX ZNQQ NSNWNDWJ ZMJS \TX 
XVJ WMJ WJHMSNVXJV WT JKKJHW HMDSJJ- YTX VMTXQG J[SJHW STWMNSJ QJVV WMDS GWDPDWNH 
NPSWTYJPJSW TW GWJDWSJVV KTW GTWM \TX DSG \TXW WJDP- Ii\TX DWJ VPJSWNHDQ DGTXW WMJ 
NPSDHW \TX DV D VXSJWYNVTW MDYJ TYJW WMJ SJWKTWPDSHJ TK \TXW GJSDWWPJSW WMNV GXNGJ 
1 
HDS HQDWNK\ ZMDW \TX ZNQQ GJJNS WT J[SJWNJSHJ G\ NPSQJPJSWNSJ WMJ WJHMSNVXJV GJVHWNGJG 
NS WMJ SWJSV- 
WM\ VWWNYJ KTW GWJDWSJVV> IW NV VNPSQJ! TTGD\'V TWJDSN]DWNTSDQ HXWWJSH\ NV SJWKTWPDSHJ-
FDNQXWJ NV WMJ SWTGDGQJ TXWHTPJ KTW VWDJSDSW TW STSSJWKTWPNSJ TWJDSN]DWNTSV- YTXW WTQJ 
NV WT PDPJ VXWJ \Tc MDYJ WMDW NPSWTYJPJSW WDWJJW NS PNSG NS JDHM TK \TXW DHWNTSV- AV \TX 
DHMNJYJ VXHHJVV NS QJDGNSJ \TXW GJSDWWPJSW'V SWTJWJVV \TX ZNQQ VWDSG TXW DV D JWJDW 
VXSJWYNVTW-
IW BJJNSV WNWM YTX 
IS WMJ SJ[W KJZ SDJJV \TX ZNQQ KNSG D GWNJK TYJWYNJZ TK WMJ GXNGJ- YTX ZNQQ VJJ MTZ WMJ 
SWJSV DWJ PDSSJG TXW DSG \TX ZNQQ GJJNS WT JDNS DS XSGJWVWDSGNSJ TK ZMDW HMDSJJ NV 
J[SJHWJG TK \TX- UVNSJ WMJ GXNGJ GJPDSGV D JTTG GJDQ TK NSWJWDHWNTS TS \TXW SDWW- AV 
\TX GJJNS JDHM SWJS \TX ZNQQ GJ SWTPSWJG WT J[SJWNJSHJ YNJZV "FWTP TMJ OWMJW SNGJ"- 
IS WMJVJ GWNJK SDWWDWNYJV \TX ZNQQ WJDG DS TSSTVNSJ HTPPJSW DGTXW WMJ WTSNH NS WMDW SWJS- 
TMJVJ DWJ GJVNJSJG WT SWTYNGJ \TX ZNWM D WJDQNW\ HMJHP DV \TX QDXSHM NSWT D SJZ DWJD WMJ\ 
DQVT MJQS WT NSWWTGXHJ SJZ WJHMSNVXJV WT XVJ ZNWM \TXW WJDP- YTXW NSWJWDHWNTS ZNQQ JJW 
JYJS PTWJ SJWVTSDQ DW WMJ HTSHQXVNTS TK JDHM SWJS DV \TX HTPPNW WT VSJHNKNH STNSWV 
ZMNHM ZNQQ DVVXWJ \TXW NPSWTYJPJSW- "M\ CTPPNWPJSW WT AHWNTS" HDWWNJV WMJ 
WJVSTSVNGNQNW\ WT PDPJ NPSWTYJPJSWV- TMJ NPSTWWDSHJ TK JDHM" I ZNQQ ---" VWDWJPJSW 
DKKNWPV \TXW GJVNWJ WT PDPJ HMDSJJ MDSSJS- YTX ZNQQ GJ WMJ KNWVW WT PSTZ li \TX GJHNGJ 
WT TSW TXW TK WMJ AHWNTS WJVXNWJG- Ii\TX VJJ WMDW MDSSJSNSJ JT TYJW WMJ SWJS TSHJ DJDNS 
WT GJ VXWJ \TX XSGJWVWDSG ZM\ DS DHWNTS PXVW GJ WDPJS- DTS'W PTYJ WT WMJ SJ[W SWJS 
XSWNQ \TX MDYJ HTPSQJWJG JDHM HTPPNWPJSW WT DHWNTS- "LDVW MNSXWJ QXJVWNTSV" PDPJ XS 
WMJ QDVW SDWW TK JDHM SWJS'V HDQQ WT HMDSJJ- IW SWT"-NGJV D HMJHPQNVW TK VTWWV WMDW SWJSDWJV 
1 
\TX WT WDPJ TS WMJ HMDQQJSJJV \TX ZNQQ KDHJ DV WMJ QJDGJW TK HMDSJJ-
USGJWVWDSGNSJ WMDW'V AMJDG9 A QXNHP RJYNJZ OK TMJ SWJSV 
TMJ KNWVW JTDQ NV DVPNSJ \TX WT WJHTJSN]J WMJ GJSJKNWV WT \TX SJWVTSDQQ\ WT \TXW WJDP DSG 
WT \TXW TWJDSN]DWNTS G\ WMJ ZD\ WMDW \TX GT \TXW MTG- SSJHNKNHDQQ\ NW ZNQQ HDQQ KTW \TXW 
HTSVWDSW NSYTQYJPJSW NS WMJ ZD\ \TXW SJTSQJ ZTWP DSG WMJ STZJW WMDW \TX JDNS G\ 
SJWPNWWNSJ \TXW SJTSQJ WT VMDWJ NS GJWJWPNSNSJ MTZ WMJ ZTWP NV GTSJ- FTHXVNSJ \TXW 
JKKTWWV TS WMJ WJGJKNSNWNTS TK ZTWP SXVMJV \TX NSWT WMDW DQQNPSTWWDSW HJSWWDQ WTQJ TK 
J[SJWW- JDPJV W- CTWWDGD'V DWWNHQJ NS WMJ ASTD 1/// YJDWGTTP "BJHTPNSJ DS E[SJWW" 
JSHTXWDJJV QJDGJWV WT MTSJ WMJNW J[SJWW VWDWXV VT WMDW WMJNW WJDP XSGJWVWDSGV WMJNW 
HTPPNWPJSW WT HMDSJJ- AQWMTXJM JYJS WMNSPNSJ DGTXW GXNQGNSJ D SJZ ZD\ WT VXSJWYNVJ 
PD\ GJ GNKKNHXQW KTW \TX DW KNWVW \TX QNPJ PDS\ TWMJWV ZMT XSGJWWDPJ WMNV MTXWSJ\ ZNQQ 
JWTZ WT MDYJ D GJQNJK NS WMJ HJWWDNSW\ TK VXHHJVV GDVJG TS \TXW TZS WWDHP WJHTWG- JXVW 
HTSVNGJW WMJ ZD\ \TX PTYJG XS WT JWTXS QJDGJW TW VXSJWYNVTW\ GXWNJV- IW MDV GJJS PTWJ 
WMDS MXVW QXHP WMDW GWTXJMW \TX WMTVJ SWTPTWNTSV9 NW ZDV DQVT D QTW TK YJW\ MDWG ZTWP QTSJ 
MTXWV DSG \TXW GJGNHDWNTS WT GJWWJWNSJ \TXWVJQK- GDWKNJQG NS MNV ZTWP PJDP PJWKTWPJWV 
NGJSWNKNJV WMNV WWDNW DV handineoo. YTX VJJ NW NS MTZ \TX MDYJ DSSWTDHMJG WTXJM VNWXDWNTSV 
NS WMJ SDVW DSG VXHHJJGJG NS HTPSQJWNSJ WMJ WDVPV- 
ESJWJN]NSJ YTXW TJDP 
IS WMJ JDWQ\ SWJSV TK WMNV GXNGJ \TX DWJ DVPJG WT HTSVNGJW WMJ YDQXJ TK ESJWJN]NSJ \TX 
DSG \TXW WJDP- IW PD\ GJ KWNJMWJSNSJ WT WMNSP TK GWJDWSJVV DV \TXW JTDQ STW TSQ\ KTW \TX 
GXW KTW \TXW WJDP- BXW NS TWGJW WT PDPJ QDVWNSJ HMDSJJ NS DS\ DWJD TK \TXW ZTWP \TX PXVW 
HWJDWJ WMDW GJVNWJ- IS HTSWWDVW WT PTGJWDWJ HMDSJJ DHMNJYNSJ GWJDWSJVV NV PTWJ GNKKNHXQW 
DSG NW WJVXNWJV PTWJ JKKTWW- TT DHHTPSQNVM \TXW WDVP \TX SJJG WT GJHTPJ D new you. 
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OSJ TK WMJ PJ\V WT QJDGNSJ \TXW WJDP NV G\ PD[NPN]NSJ WMJNW JKKTWWV- YTX HDS VJJ XVJKXQ 
ZD\V TK NGJSWNK\NSJ WMJ PJDSV WT PTWNYDWJ \TXW WJDPTSJ G\ TSJ- YTX ZNQQ GJ DVPJG WT 
HTSVNGJW VTPJ YJW\ GDVNH \JW YJW\ STZJWKXQ WJHMSNVXJV WT WJNSKTWHJ GJMDYNTW- TMJ JTDQ NV 
WMDW \TX ZNQQ XSGJWVWDSG \TXW WTQJ NS WMJ SWTHJVV- Iq WMJ ZTWQG \TX DWJ VWDWWNSJ WT HWJDWJ 
DW ZTWP WMJ YDVW PDMTWNW\ TK WJNSKTWHJWV ZNQQ GJ STVNWNYJ- TMNV SWJS SWJSDWJV \TX KTW WMJ 
XVJ TK PTWNYDWNTS DV D WJHMSNVXJ WT NPSWTYJ SJWKTWPDSHJ- JXGNWM KTPDPN GNVHXVVJV 
PDSDJJWNDQ VXHHJVV GJNSJ JSMDSHJG G\ XVNSJ PTWNYDWNTS DSG KJJGGDHP ZNWM WMJNW WJDPV- 
HJW ''TTZDWG EKKJHWNYJ SXSJWYNVNTS" DWWNHQJ NS TMJ JTXWSDQ TK ASSQNJG PV\HMTQTJ\ VSJDPV 
TK WMJ YDQXJ TK TGVJWYNSJ QNVWJSNSJ DSG NSVSJHWNSJ WMJNW WJDP'V ZTWP NS DHMNJYNSJ GJWWJW 
WJVXQWV-
PWTGQJP STQYNSJ 
AW WMJ JSG TK WMJ KNWVW VJHWNTS TK WMJ GXNGJ \TX ZNQQ XSGJWVWDSG WMJ YDQXJ TK XVNSJ 
PWTGQJP STQYNSJ· DV \TXW ZD\ WT DHMNJYJ HMDSJJ- IW ZNQQ KTQQTZ WMDW WMJ PTVW 
WJHTJSN]DGQJ KJDWXWJ TWMJWV ZNQQ VJJ NS WMJ SJZ ZD\ \TX DWJ VXSJWYNVNSJ \TXW WJDP NV 
WMWTXJM WMJ STVNWNYJ HMDSJJ WMDW NV VJJS NS \TXW JYJW\GD\ TSJWDWNTSV- B\ JPSMDVN]NSJ 
PWTGQJP STQYNSJ DV D PJHMDSNVP WT NGJSWNK\ NPSWTYJPJSW WDWJJWV DSG WMJS JPSQT\NSJ 
VTQXWNTSV WT NPSWTYJ WJVXQWV \TX HDS MDWGQ\ MJQS KWTP VWDSGNSJ TXW- LJDGNSJ \TXW WJDP 
NS WMJNW JKKTWW WT GJHTPJ JWJDW SWTGQJP VTQYJWV WDPJV \TXW WNPJDSG WMJNW WNPJ- YTX ZNQQ 
KNSG WMDW WNPJ ZNQQ GJ YNJZJG DV DS NSYJVWPJSW KTW JYJW\TSJ'V GJSJKNW- TMJ XVJ TK STWWNTSV 
KWTP WMJ "SN[ SWJS PWTGQJP STQYNSJ PWTHJVV" MJQSJG HDWDSXQW GJSJWDQ MTWTW'V BXNHP 
CNW\ HTPSQJ[ NS FQNSW MNHMNJDS KWTP WMJ GTWWTP TK VXDQNW\ SJWKTWPDSHJ WT SJDW WMJ WTS 
TK J-D- EGZDWGV' GJVW SJWKTWPJWV QNVW NS WMJ JDWQ\ 088/'V- TMNV SWTHJVV NV D JWJDW DWWJSWNTS 
JJWWJW ZNWM \TXW WJDP- 
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YTX ZNQQ GJJNS VJHWNTS WZT TK WMJ GXNGJ G\ HTSVNGJWNSJ WMJVJ SWNSHNSQJV9 KNWVW \TX WJDQN]J 
ZM\ \TX DWJ KTHXVNSJ TS NPSWTYJPJSW: SJ[W \TX GJHTPJ SDVVNTSDWJ DGTXW HMDSJJ: DSG 
QDVWQ\ \TX GJJNS WT XSGJWVWDSG WMJ STZJW TK VMDWNSJ QJDGJWVMNS ZNWM \TXW WJDP- YTX ZNQQ 
KNSG D ZD\ WT JSHTXWDJJ HTSVWDSW NPSWTYJPJSW WMWTXJM WMJ XVJ TK SWTGQJP VTQYNSJ DSG 
PTWNYDWNTS DJDNS ZNWM \TXW WJDP DV WMJ SWNPJ KTHXV- 
YTXW WTTQ PNW NV NS SQDHJ KTW WMJ ZD\ WMDW \TX DWJ JTNSJ WT JJW WMJ PTVW TXW TK \TXW JKKTWWV- 
YTX HDS SWTGDGQ\ JXJVV WMDW WMJ "WWNJG DSG WWXJ" PJWMTGV TK VXSJWYNVNTS PXVW SJJG WT GJ 
HMDSJJG KTW \TX WT GJ JKKJHWNYJ- LTSJ GNVWDSHJ VXSJWYNVNTS HMDWDHWJWN]JG G\ \TX GJNSJ 
TXWVNGJ TK WMJ GJSDWWPJSW HMDSJJV GWDPDWNHDQQ\- MDSDJNSJ PNVWDPJV G\ TSQ\ GJNSJ 
NSWJWJVWJG NS KDNQXWJV DSG WMJS KN[NSJ WMJP GJHTPJV MXVW D VPDQQJW SDWW TK \TXW MTG- TMJ 
new you, NV WMJ QJDGJW WMDW MDV JPJWJJG KWTP WMJ VTQNG VXSJWYNVTW ZMT MDV GTSJ D JTTG 
MTG NS WMJ SDVW- NTZ \TXW SJZ JTDQV ZNQQ GJ DHMNJYJG WMWTXJM QJDGJWVMNS- 
TMJ SWDHWNHDQ STWWNTS TK QJDGJWVMNS NV MXVW WMJ GJJNSSNSJ TK WMJ SWTHJVV- IW SWTYNGJV WMJ 
"ZMDW" DSG WMJ "MTZ WT" J[DPSQJV TK QJDGNSJ- IW JNYJV \TX WMJ VXVWDNSDGQJ WJSJDWDGQJ 
PJWMTGV ZMNHM MJQS PJJS \TXW JKKTWWV TS WWDHP- AV WMJ QJDGJW \TX SWTYNGJ WMJ KTXSGDWNTS 
STW MXVW NS QJDGNSJ \TXW TZS WJDP GXW NS WMJ NPSTWWDSW QJVVTSV ZMNHM \TX SWTYNGJ WT 
TWMJWV DGTXW WMJ WWJDWPJSW TK SJTSQJ NS KNVHDQ PDSDJJPJSW DSG NS WMJ WJVXQWV \TX DHMNJYJ 
GJHDXVJ TK \TXW SJZ TSJWDWNSJ VW\QJ- KTPDPN' V VWXGNJV DGGWJVVJG NS LJDGJWVMNS KWTP DS 
OSJWDSW PJWVSJHWNYJ SWTYNGJV DGYNHJ WT QJDGJWV DGTXW NSHWJDVNSJ WMJNW WJDP'V SJWKTWPDSHJ 
G\ GJNSJ NS WMJ PNGVW TK WJDP DHWNYNWNJV- 
BJHTPNSJ DS E[SJWW 
YTXW DGNQNW\ WT GJ WMJ J[SJWW NV JSMDSHJG G\ GXNQGNSJ \TXW WJDP'V VWWJSJWM G\ VMDWNSJ 
J[SJWW VWDWXV ZNWM WMJP- BJNSJ GTWM WJDHMJW DSG QJDWSJW NS WMNV WTQJ PDPJV WMJ GNKKJWJSHJ 
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NS SDYNSJ WMJ ZD\ WT WWXJ SDWWNHNSDWNTS DSG TZSJWVMNS G\ \TXW WJDP- 
IS WMJ SJ[W SWJS VTPJ LJDGJWVMNS FXSGDPJSWDQV DWJ NGJSWNKNJG ZMNHM DWJ SJJGJG NS JYJW\ 
DVSJHW TK J[JHXWNSJ \TXW WJVSTSVNGNQNW\ DV D QJDGJW- TDPNSJ CMDWJJ- PJWW\ M- SPNWM'V 
DHHTXSW TK MTZ QJDGJWV PXVW ZTWP JNYJV D QNVW TK FXSGDPJSWDQV KTW WJYNJZ- TMNV QNVW 
SWTYNGJV D HTSVWDSW WJPNSGJW TK MTc WMJ WTQJ TK QJDGJW SJJGV WT QTTP DW PDS\ KDHJWV KTW 
WMJ QJDGJW WT VXHHJJG- IW WJNSKTWHJV WMJ KDHW WMDW QJDWSNSJ QJDGJWVMNS lv NSHWJPJSWDQ DSG HDS 
GJ DGTSWJG G\ PTVW TK WMTVJ ZMT MDYJ VXSJWYNVTW\ WJVSTSVNGNQNWNJV DV SDWW TK WMJNW GXWNJV 
WTGD\-
TNPJ KTW RJSJZDQ 
AV WMJ GXNGJ ZWDSV XS NW JSHTXWDJJV \TX WT WJHTJSN]J WMDW WMJWJ DWJ WNPJV ZMJS WMNSJV 
MXVW GJJNS WT VWDQQ- ISVWJDG TK WMNV WNPJ GJNSJ NV VJJS DV D STWJSWNDQ QTVV TK JSJWJ\ XVXDQQ\ 
THHXWWNSJ DV D SWTMJHW HTSHQXGJV NW DHWXDQQ\ ZNQQ VJWYJ DV D WNPJ KTW WJSJZDQ- YTX DSG 
\TXW WJDP HDS XVJ WMNV GWJDWMJW KTW D JTTG SXWSTVJ- MD\GJ NW'V D SDXVJ WMDW QJWV \TX WJQD[ 
TW ZMJS \TX HDS NSKXVJ SJZ VPNQQV NSWT \TXW WJDP- IW NV WMJ HMDSJJ TK SDHJ WMDW SWTYJV 
\TXW WJSJZDQ TK QJDGJWVMNS DV \TX SWJSDWJ KTW \TXW SJ[W TGMJHWNYJ- AV SDWW TK WMNV 
WJSJZDQ \TX DWJ JNYJS D VNPSQJ SQDSSNSJ J[JWHNVJ WT HTSWNSXJ \TXW KTHXV TS QJDGJWVMNS-
IS WMJ KNSDQ SWJS \TX ZNQQ GJ J[SJHWJG WT HMDWW WMJ HTXWVJ KTW \TXW TZS GJYJQTSPJSW DSG 
KTW WMJ HTSWNSXDWNTS TK HMDQQJSJJ WT \TXW WJDP- SMDWNSJ PSTZQJGJJ NV D YJW\ NPSTWWDSW 
GNKKJWJSHJ NS SWTYNGNSJ \TXW WJDP ZNWM WMJ STZJW WT PDPJ HMDSJJ- AW WMJ JSG STNSW \TX 
DWJ DVPJG WT MDYJ \TXW GXNGJ ZNWM \TX TW TS \TXW GJVP DV JYNGJSHJ TK \TXW SQDS WT QJDG 
HMDSJJ- CWJGNGNQNW\ DV GJKNSJG G\ "TMJ PX]]QJV TK LJDGJWVMNS" NS TMJ LJDGJW TK WMJ 
FXWXWJ VSJDPV TK TMJ SN[ C'V- TMJ\ DWJ WMJ PJ\V \TX PXVW STVVJVV WT DVVXWJ WMDW \TXW 
WJDP ZNQQ HTSVNGJW \TX DV WMJNW QJDGJW- 
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9he 0an in 9he 0iddle is *one 
@ note about the last 6tep9 supervisors had often been referred to as "the man in the 
middle

+ because of the straddling that needed to be done between being part of their 
team and executing the wishes of management- Bhen it was time to reinforce or impose 
management
s direction+ the supervisor changed from being part of the team to having to 
be the boss of the team- .n either role the supervisor was the ultimate loser- Ay taking 
yourself out of the middle+ and making yourself the leader you establish your own new 
identity in the organization- 
.t is time to begin your commitment to the use of the *uide as your personal means to 
lead change in your organization- (ach 6tep contains the direction you will need to show 
the way to your team- 9he 6teps will provide you with the needed reinforcers to share 
your leadership role with them- 9ogether+ you can make the changes to set yourself apart 
from the rest- Dou will be the leader of the future- 
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0^PfQd TRa^\'V TRUPSQ^`b A BbWWbU MQ^`b TR TRUP 
Te\ ^P I ebUb? Te^W afccbUbQ`b `^Q I P^Pb? TebVb ^Ub MXVW ^  `RXSQb Rc TXbVWfRQV 
\RX P^\ e^Yb ^V \RX _bdfQ. VRXU `e^QQbQdb ebUb fV WR Ub`RdQf]b Web fPS^`W \RX P^\ 
_b e^YfQd RQ \RXU ` XUUbQW abS^UWPbQW'V bPSQR\bbV. VRX ZfQQ ^QVR _b SUbS^UfQd WR 
efUb QbZ bPSQR\bbV, VR WefV SWbS ZfQQ ebQS SUbS^Ub \RX cRU VRPb Rc Web afccf`XQWfbV 
\RX P^\ c^`b fQ We^W fPSRUW^QW ^`WfYfW\. GbW Ub^a\ WR Ub`RdQf]b Web Pb\ URQb \RX 
e^Yb fQ Web _XVfQbVV Rc VXSbUYfVfRQ. 
9hose just entering the workforce today are stepping into a safer+ more worker friendly 
and technologically superior workplace than those who began work just a few decades 
ago- 0echanical innovations have greatly reduced the worker
s drudgery because 
employers place a greater value on the worker- 9his results in a safer place to work for 
those individuals in the factory who comprise the largest percentage of our workforce-
9oday
s workforce generally expects a clean and safe place to work- If it is not provided+ 
workers will just move to one of the many other jobs available to them , usually with 
little explanation to you+ the supervisor- 
.mprovement in work hours+ fairness and respect by management+ improved 
environmental quality and the relative physical ease in how the work is performed means 
a great deal to the wage earners of today- 4rganizations must create an atmosphere 
where people are listened to+ where their ideas are respected and where they feel they can 
stay and work productively for many years- 9his continuing effort on everyone
s part 
can pay great dividends by reducing turnover and enhancing the employee
s chance to 
earn a good living while ensuring that the company is profitable-
Borkplace technology improvements may be difficult to recognize in some settings- 
9echnology improvements can be seen in both grass,roots kinds of improvement and in 
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 the hi,tech arenas- If we consider the tools which are lighter+ more durable and are less 

tiring for the worker to use compared to just a few years ago+ we can begin to see how 
technology has had an impact- /ust look around at the technical improvements which 
you have initiated that makes lifting easier or makes the loading or unloading of 
materials better for you and your team today or makes being on your feet a lot less 
wearisome- +i,tech improvements in how construction blueprint packages are put 
together make the job of building a unit easier to understand- Cesign changes can be 
quickly translated into safe product improvements because of investment in the newest 
B@C technology-
/ust as an organization recognizes its responsibility to provide the right environment and 
equipment to stay at the front edge of change+ your understanding of these innovations 
will help you and your team in meeting the latest design and quality requirements 
demanded by our customers-
)rom the 4ther 6ide 
". just don
t get it! .
ve seen people come and go because that
s how this business is-" 
9his supervisor is reflecting on years of on,the,job experience- 7egardless of the changes 
that have been ~ and those other factors which you will read later in the *uide , he 
has never changed- "9urnover is just a cost of doing business and quality is always put 
into the unit sometime before it leaves the plant- . have always been paid on volume and 
my team is only interested in the paycheck on )riday- . don
t know what the big deal is 
about having to change the way .
ve operated for years-" 
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WKy Bhange .s 3ecessary 

Dour duties+ responsibilities+ the style of management+ technical and people skills are 
changing each day- Dour job is central to the effective leadership of a significant part of 
a production operation+ but your duties are far greater than just production- Aecause you 
are positioned at the heart of the operation you must have the knowledge to maintain and 
improve your department and you must be able to spot and correct areas where things 
have fallen below expectations- .n fact+ if you do not reflect the views of the customer+ 
of our inspection agencies+ and of governmental agencies to which a company is 
responsible in every decision you make+ you will not be able to keep your department on 
course+ unit by unit- Dou cannot plan for the future unless your personal growth includes 
the development of your own leadership skills- )or these reasons+ look at the 
supervisor
s job as one in which significant personal investment must be made in the 
coming years so" you are ready for the continuing challenges presented to you and your 
team in the future- 
7ealizing +ow Britical 9he /ob 4f @ 6upervisor .s 
4ver the last several years+ exit surveys have been collected from many individuals who 
have left the organization- 9he results reinforced the impact of poor supervision in 
people
s decisions to leave their employment- 9hese former employees were asked to 
rate items like pay+ working conditions+ the work itself and the qualities of the supervisor 
for which they worked while on the job- 3egative responses about supervisory treatment 
far outnumbered other categories when employees were making decisions to leave- 3ay+ 
benefits or other factors had a lesser place in their decisions than did supervisory 
treatment- (mployees leaving expressed very strong feelings about how they were 
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supervised- 9hose feelings were more fully apparent in written comments such as9 9he 
supervisor --- "showed favoritism": "didn
t address problems": "didn
t treat me fairly

: 
"belittled people": "didn
t care about unsafe conditions": and "didn
t appreciate my 
efforts"- 0any more comments saying ". didn
t like the supervisor" appeared on the 
surveys- @gain+ these reports tell us that the supervisor does play a significant part in the 
employee
s decision to stay with the company or to leave-
Bhen it comes to fair treatment+ enforcing safety and appreciating the employees
 
efforts+ there is no doubt that the supervisor
s impact on the team is very strong- If the 
supervisor is viewed as negative+ department safety+ efficiency and quality will show 
those effects- 
.s there a lot to be gained.lost on the bottom line because of supervisory performance> 
9he answer is+ yes! 9he supervisor
s job has changed a great deal because of the g!eat 
responsibilities given to the position for quality improvement+ safety performance as well 
as employee efficiency- Bith these changes have come the need to develop skills in 
handling people issues+ in understanding the technical aspects of the job and in learning 
the leadership functions as well- 
(mployee demands of the supervisor are much greater than in the past and that the 
organization expects the supervisor to take a much broader role in the business than just 
watching their department- Aeing an agent of change must be a top priority for the 
supervisor- @lthough there is more to change than merely adjusting the way people are 
treated+ the important first 6tep in this *uide is realizing who it is that the supervisor 
must deal with every day- 
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9he Borkforce 9oday 
Dour reaction to this title might be , 
Bhat workforce today>
 , based upon your recent 
negative experiences in trying to attract and retain a good workforce- Dou are not alone 
in feeling the labor squeeze , it exists everywhere and at every level of almost every 
organization- 9he inability to find good workers may be a result of the expansion of 
some businesses with which you are forced to compete for many of the same workers- 
9hat is magnified by the overall lack of requisite skills in the others who are available- 
9he end result is that you can
t find good people- 
Bho .s .n 9he 3opulation )rom Bhich Dou 0ust 6elect> 
9he business of times past was built on the aggressive young male who was willing to 
learn and then commit to stay at the company for a few years until a chance to move up 
was given him- 9oday
s talent pool does not have many people who fit the previous 
model- 9hose using traditional means to attract workers are going to discover a new 
population that is different in many ways- :nderstanding those differences helps the 
supervisor begin to build the department with the new workforce- +ere are a few of the 
characteristics you will now have to deal with9 
/^`P Rc Ub^Q Qfcb b[SbUfbQ`bV , even those young adults who "grew themselves up" 
because there was no adult supervision have very little practical skills they can bring to a 
job- 4ne of the basic skills often missing is the ability to read and follow directions- 
1R ZRUP bWef` , many young people have little experience with responsibility- Boming 
to work on time or coming to work at all is a major problem when the company is 
depending on an individual who does not understand the consequences of not showing 
up- 9o deal with these problems+ some companies have developed a set of guidelines that 
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each new employee must sign that speaks to a promise of work effort --- doing your best 
at all times --- having pride in your work --- and+ coming to work every day- 
@ "free ^dbQW" ^WWfWXab , some new job seekers feel that they are in a constant "testing" 
mode- 9hey consider that no job is their final job and that there is always a better job out 
there somewhere- 9his attitude may not be caused by a lack of loyalty but many times it 
results from the lack of job certainty- 3rior jobs may have ended in layoffs+ or temporary 
job placement which stopped before they achieved permanent status- 
'fYbUVfW\ fQ Web QbZ ZRUPSQ^`b , As was mentioned earlier+ the efforts to attract and 
retain a solid workforce can
t always be accomplished through traditional methods- .n 
other words+ waiting for the right person with the right skills can often result in a long 
wait followed by the desperate act of ultimately having to hire the best from the 
population who is generally unskilled but is willing to work- 
9he newer applicant pool may contain people from +ispanic+ (astern (uropean+ and 
Asian ancestries- 6ome of these potential employees may have limited (nglish language 
skills which will present a problem in interviewing and evaluating the individuals- 6ome 
operations use interpreters who have been hired previously to help: or+ in some cases+ the 
applicants bring a more language skilled individual with them to the application process 
to eliminate the up front communication issue- 
4ther non,traditional applicants may come from the older workforce seeking new 
positions because of downsizing or business closure- 4ften times+ many of the ingrained 
work habits of daily+ on,time+ attendance+ listening and learning skills and the ability to 
read and follow directions provide good building blocks for these workers- )emales 
continue to enter the industrial workforce in great numbers because of the desire to 
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participate in occupations which have higher earnings potential than do the service+ 
clerical or retail sectors of employment-
9oday
s employee selection process provides many challenges for the supervisor- 
*reater attention to interviewing+ reference checking and orientation gives you a better 
start in selecting th8se who maybe the best fit for the jobs available- .nclusion of a 
broader variety of workers will increase your chances of getting someone who can be 
trained in the skills needed to perform the job successfully- 7egardless of who you hire+ 
whether from the traditional or non,traditional pool of applicants+ plan on increasing your 
investment with training- 
0y Bommitment 9o 0yself 
. will develop a list of how to approach change in the areas of screening+ hiring and 
orienting my new people- 
. will do my own assessment of what each member of my team would say about how 
they are treated by me- 9hen . will check my feelings with each one of them-
. will take a more active role in bringing new hires into the department and + more 
importantly+ what happens to them because of me-
/ast 0inute 6uestions 
Bhy is change important in performance improvement> 
Bhat part do you see that you will play in those changes> 
+ow do you think your team will react to being a part of the change process> 
+ow do you deal with diversity issues> 
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(QbUdf]fQd VRX ^Qa VRXU Tb^P WR A`efbYb GUb^WQbVV 
MUfRU ^SSUR^`ebV WR `e^Qdb fQ Web APbUf`^Q ZRUPSQ^`b ZbUb dbQbU^QQ\ QRW 
VX``bVVcXQ. TebQ \RX ^Qa \RXU Wb^P abYbQRS ^Qa RZQ Web SUR`bVV Rc eRZ `e^Qdb 
ZfQQ e^SSbQ fQ \RXU abS^UWPbQW, `e^Q`bV ^Ub _bWWbU We^W `e^Qdb ZfQQ _b SRVfWfYb ^Qa 
Q^VWfQd. VRX ZfQQ cfQa We^W ZRUPfQd WRZ^Ua dUb^WQbVV _\ Ve^UfQd fQcRUP^WfRQ ^Qa 
QfVWbQfQd WR \RXU Wb^P ZfQQ SURaX`b ^VWRXQafQd UbVXQWV. 
@bout forty years ago+ some companies began to take a serious look at the importance of 
treating people in a different way in an attempt to gain a productivity advantage over the 
competition- 0ost commonly+ improvement plans were modeled after major /apanese 
companies which had achieved success with innovations like 6uality Bircles and 
(mployee .nvolvement- .n fact+ a whole movement called 9otal 6uality 0anagement 
960( resulted in placing all of the various pieces of management under the umbrella of 
the quality- 0any of the components of 960 had the potential of eliminating waste and 
reducing errors- 6ome of these initiatives actually succeeded in the :6@+ but few of them 
worked for very long- Bhy do you think this was the case> .t may have had something 
to do with the ideas not coming from here: or+ it may have been the whole idea of 
employees participating in running a part of the business was so different+ that no one 
wanted it- Bhatever the reasons+ the effect was the same, either programs never got off 
the ground or they died soon after they started- 
6ince those early efforts+ there have been other attempts to influence change- 6ome of 
these programs also ended in failure+ but others+ based on the principles of leadership 
have been remarkably successful- 9he difference between the earlier efforts and those 
based on leadership is ownership- )or example+ it is easier to identify with principles of 
quality and the results you hope to achieve when there is a visible+ recognizable head+ 
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leading the effort- 0echanical controls are certainly helpful in identifying trends and in 
affirming progress toward goals+ but charts and graphs alone have a limited impact in 
motivating individuals toward better performance- 3owerful information coupled with a 
strong sense of direction provided by a knowledgeable supervisor gives everyone what is 
necessary to initiate change- .nformation and its use to prove a point or establish a path 
for change is as important as having technical skills to make the change happen- 9hose 
who need the direction and are at the front end of change are powerless unless they have 
an idea of where to start- (nergizing change is dependent on you+ the supervisor- 9he 
other critical factor in the process is the role of those being led- .n the best cases+ 
everyone
 is a part of the change process: other times it just may be you or a part of the 
whole team that you designate to help in problem solution- 
Cescribing 9he Neu YRs 
Dou+ as the supervisor+ working together with your team+ will identify and solve 
problems that result in improvement- Dou cause change and by making change happen 
you and your team will make it work- 9his way of considering your role as supervisor is 
probably very different than what you currently see- )or example+ your way of getting 
the job done today may involve you telling+ watching+ checking back+ and maybe 
encouraging your team- 9he Qeu wRs may have trained and empowered the crew so that 
their role becomes assuring that quality is maintained according to code- 9he Qeu wRs 
looks at the bigger picture of improving other aspects of your department
s work and 
then begins to develop that concept with your team using the tools of training and 
empowerment- 9his process is never ending- 4nce you have conquered one aspect of the 
department
s problems+ another one is right there to be dealt with- +owever+ if you and 
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your team stop at just being good at just one aspect of improvement+ you will be missing 
many more opportunities for future advancement toward greatness- 
)rom the 4ther 6ide 
"0y team is just not motivated to do anything but get in here+ get the production done 
and then get out- 9a0k about a simple explanation , well that
s it!" 6ome people will not 
see the need to change the way things get done+ not so much because they are against 
change+ but because it seems like the need for change was never very important before- 
9hey need to know why the company is changing- "6ometimes . wonder why . am 
expected to do more than just getting the work out+ like before- If somebody has a 
complaint about the work that my team does they have never told me about it-" 
Aeginning 9he 6pirit 4f *reatness 
Ban any company afford the luxury of waiting until others have moved forward before 
considering change> .n today
s market the answer is an emphatic+ 3o! 9hat does not 
mean that we should mindlessly follow competitors
 leads+ but it does require an attitude 
of questioning and examination as opposed to automatically accepting or rejecting a 
concept just because it is different- 9he same holds true with the consideration of change 
at the department level as well- @ supervisor must be much more than just an observer 
from outside of the process- +e must take every opportunity to inquire of the team what 
ideas exist+ how those ideas can be implemented+ what will they do to the process+ and 
how will they affect the people and the way the work gets done- 9he team must feel that 
it is their individual and collective jobs to make the system better- 9he empowerment to 
do that comes from you and the energy that is released fuels the next set of ideas for 
change- 9he relationship between you and your team develops into one in which you+ as 
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the supervisor+ are focused on continually energizing yourself because you have 
empowered your team to be ready to act too- 9hey work together because they iQWeQd on 
making real changes- Bith that intent in mind+ change becomes everyone
s concern- 
9oday+ what is seen by a member of the team as a possible improvement to the process 
may be dismissed as an idea not worth hearing- Borse yet+ the idea is never brought 
forward because your team feels that no one cares- .n a department where real change is 
part of everyone
s responsibility+ aOO ideaV aUe SsUVsed. 9he ones which do not fit are 
still rejected+ but not in a manner which would stifle creative thought in the future- 9he 
ones which are acceptable are pursued with the energy that indicates that new thought is 
appreciated-
Bonsider how the subject of ergonomics has been introduced to many organizations- .n 
this one example+ the amount and quality of the ideas has been overwhelming- 4nce the 
people understood that ergonomics was not some mystery word: and that it could be 
thought of as simply a means to change something to help improve the way the job gets 
done+ there was been a flood of ideas- 6ome are implemented and some are rejected but 
aOO ideaV aUe cRQVideUed iPSRUWaQW. 9he same thing the energy( happens when you 
involve your people in any process that affects their work- 
+ere are some examples of how energy will appear in an organization when it is 
unleashed through the Qeu wRs: 
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TU^afWfRQ^Q 2Ub^Qf]^WfRQ 
/ots of specialists 
6low to change 
/obs sharply defined 
Bhain of command 
6table+ predictable environment 
9op,down power and communication 
3roblem solving done by chiefs 
(mphasis on efficiency only 
GUb^WQbVV 2Ub^Qf]^WfRQ 
Aroad skill base 
)ast moving 
7oles flexible 
)luid+ participative roles and 
structure 
@ccelerating change and need for 
innovation 
"(verywhere power" 
Bommunication slow+ only as 
needed 
Bommunication fast and everywhere 
3roblem solving done by everyone 
(mphasis on people and efficiency 
and quality and all aspects of 
improvement 
9each Dour 9eam "+ow 9o 9hink"+ 3ot "Bhat 9o 9hink-" 
Dou and your team operate in an increasingly complicated workplace- @lthough there 
are some guidelines to follow+ not everything falls into a lockstep of solutions like+ 'If 
this happens+ you do this+ and if that happens+ you do that
- Dou quickly get beyond 
things that have known solutions because of the wide variety of possibilities involved in 
building any product today- )or those reasons+ you need to focus on developing new 
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 skills personally and then helping to teach those techniques to your team- 4nce everyone 
understands a few basics you and your team will rely less upon being WROd to correct a 
problem because you will have identified it already- 3lus+ you and your team will have 
begun to get the information to review flawed processes on your own- 9hat approach to 
problem solving is ~ faster than traditional top.down direction- (ventually+ you and 
your team will consider that approach as a real part of your every day jobs- +aving the 
capacity to ask you and your team to think and then act is the true beginning of greatness-
3roblem identification and solving is the mechanism that permits this to happen- 9o be 
able to employ a learning to think strategy+ you must consider developing these skills for 
you and your team9 
9echnical 6kills will take on great importance if you want new ideas about the 
department
s work- 
3umbers and 0easurements must be shared with a broader base of people to keep 
them goal directed- 
Bommunication 6kills need to include careful listening+ plain speaking and 
accurate descriptions of conditions which will aid in understanding problems and 
solutions-
/earning will be+ above everything else+ of great importance because the whole 
idea of empowerment is based on being ready for future challenges- 
6olving 3roblems will give the needed verification that this is the kind of activity 
that is expected of the supervisor and the team to be successful in an organization 
which values greatness- 
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9he 3ew 9alue of .nformation 
9he practice that lets you take responsibility to teach your team how to think starts with 
you being able to access information- Dou must be able to understand it: and+ you must 
be able to communicate it to your team- @fter that+ you must be able to take information 
back to your managers in a form which will help them let the empowerment process start- 
.nformation can be made available in many forms today- 6upplying that information in 
paper form+ electronically+ or sometimes verbally in small group meetings all play critical 
roles- 6haring information on meaningful issues+ customer complaints+ quality and 
conformance problems or people concerns+ tells people they are playing an important part 
in the business- Bithout that sharing+ your team
s energy can never be released- 
.nformation is the key to unlocking the energy in the workforce because it gives people a 
direct understanding of their roles in the system- 
9here is another very important value that involves the sharing of information from the 
workforce to you the supervisor- 4ur organizations are fortunate to have many experts 
who have accumulated a wealth of knowledge both in our system and in others- 9apping 
into all skill bases is often overlooked as potential sources of improvement- 4ften+ team 
members have developed special work techniques which make the job easier or improve 
the quality of the final product- 4ther experiences may also give them knowledge of 
alternate tools or equipment which may serve your department well- 
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0y Bommitment 9o 0yself 
. will begin to think of my key role in supervising my department as the one which 
promotes investigating what needs to be improved and the taking the right actions to 
develop myself so . can energize my team to greatness-
. will learn how to get information that is useful for my team- . will try a couple of 
techniques to get my people to understand what it takes to think about those problems 
that we face everyday --
. will persuade my team that all ideas are 4.- @nd+ . will make sure that . create a way to 
make the people comfortable with expressing each idea- 
/ast 0inute 6uestions 
If you want to have people develop solutions to problems think for themselves( how 
would you start that process> Bith whom would you begin> +ow would you keep track 
of progress> 
9he whole idea of sharing information is going to be important to establishing your 
credibility with your team because it indicates a level of trust that may not have been 
there before- +ow do you plan to use this important moment in the relationship with 
your team so that you can be sure what you do is believable and lasting> .t is hard to 
think of myself in that kind of light+ so . need to get with my boss and begin to explore 
some ideas he has for my improvement- 
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3roblem 6olving in a +igh (nergy @tmosphere 
Bhen you are considering the first+ very careful 6teps in beginning the change 
process you will need a way to solve problems in your department- Dou will be the 
expert+ having many of the answers yourself at the outset+ but soon you will share 
that expert status with your team- 9hen listen to their ideas- Dou will find that it 
energizes you even more! 
Ay now you should be starting to feel that change is something that makes you feel 
uncomfortable- 6ometimes you feel that there are so many change opportunities that you 
may not know how or where to start- @nd then there is that feeling of doing this alone , 
no one else seems to be interested or worse yet+ there seems to be the feeling that once 
people will stop paying attention to this+ it will probably go away- Dou cannot ignore 
those who have negative attitudes+ and if you have to live with people that every day+ it is 
difficult to keep going toward your goal of improvement- Cifficult maybe , but not 
impossible-
9oday
s business climate demands that each function approaches its work with a high 
degree of energy- 9he need to focus on what is important is essential to your personal 
success and to the success of the organization- If you ignore what is important+ your 
performance will most likely begin to fail and naturally+ so will that of your team- 9his 
next section will help you learn some easy to implement problem solving techniques+ 
which will help you in staying on course- Dou can build on the earlier steps and produce 
positive results with the use of your team by using the cUedibiOiWw you have established 
with them- 3roblem solving+ with the entire team
s involvement+ can be the launching 
pad to make people believe that what you are doing is for real- 
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)rom the 4ther 6ide 
"3roblems are a part of everyday life+ nothing is easy+ so you just have to go with the 
flow and problems will usually solve themselves if you give them enough time- If . try 
and get my crew concerned about doing some problem solving exercises we will never 
get our jobs done-" 3roblems don
t just go away+ and if they are ignored+ they usually 
develop into major crises that cost a lot of money and time to clear up- 

Be have a 
problem solving department already in our plant- .t
s the )inal .nspection Cepartment- 
If they see a problem+ they fix it! Dou can
t ask for a better way to solve problems than 
that-" 
3roblem 6olving 3roblems 
6upervisors at all levels have difficulties solving problems- 0any times+ the cause of the 
difficulties comes from the same source+ +:77D+ 7:6+- Bhen our system fails and 
the supervisor cannot take time to address the problems+ the workplace is chaotic- 9he 
order upon which any system is dependent+ is gone and with it goes our ability to 
maintain stability in the process- Bonsider these two sources as typical of what may 
occur in your department- 
3iles of 3roblems 
If you let things build up there is no question that you are going to have a difficult time in 
solving any problems- Dour team will be confused if you are discussing problem solving 
with them and they see no end to the problems that already exist- 9here is never a perfect 
time when only one or two problems need to be solved( to begin the problem solving 
process- Dou may want to work with your crew to identify and prioritize problems to 
give everyone a feeling of a good start- (verything does not have to come to a complete 
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stop before things are "right" for change- .n fact+ change is sometimes easier to 

understand and its potential solutions more saleable when the need is felt throughout the 
department- )rom a practical standpoint it may be possible to work on just one problem 
at a time+ so select one that today gives your department the greatest amount of pain-
Dou will be able to maintain interest when your crew sees the positive impact of problem 
resolution on their jobs- 
.t Bas Borking 4. Desterday 
@s a product leaves the system what does it look like> Coes it have any errors> If so+ 
you are back in the system looking at likely causes- @re you asking your team for a 
review of the measures that told you things were 4.> @re you placing full attention on 
correction> 4nce things are back under control+ are you re,thinking your original 
solution> +ave you done damage control where needed and do you have your team ready 
to go on to the next issue> 6how your cUedibiOiWw by being up front with everyone 
involved- Con
t blame+ WUaiQ where needed and learn from the experience- .n the future+ 
assign certain items to be checked by specific team members- :se the failed system 
problem as an example of why a problem solving approach is the best way to look at the 
improvement process- 
6olutions that do not endure harm the problem solving process- Bhen everything is done 
correctly and the solution is short,lived you need to examine another set of problems that 
may have caused the solution to blow up- Dour credibility is again open to question 
unless you take time to make sure that the system works aV it should- +ere is where you 
establish your role as expert- Dou need to be prepared to show the way to the solution- 
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Borking /eader As (xpert 
6ometimes you may be reluctant to call yourself an expert at just about anything- 9oo 
often+ out of false modesty+ we may not step forward to claim expertise- .n the 
workplace+ it is essential to acknowledge expertise for the simple purpose of being able 
to get the work doqe correctly- 9hink of a time when there was an unexpected absence in 
the department and you did not have a trained individual who could fill in and take over 
the absentee
s duties- If you have not cross, trained several people in your team+ then the 
true loss of an expert is felt by everyone- 9he price for that loss is a slippage in quality+ 
an increase in hours worked+ a heightened sense of frustration in the crew and a strong 
feeling on your part that you have failed in an important part of your job-
(xpertise is a constantly expanding and developing process- As a field develops+ your 
knowledge needs to improve so that new expert "requirements" are met- 4ld forms of 
expertise become obsolete and if they used they are not as effective as the better methods 
introduced later- 
(xperts are always looking for better ways- Breating new ways to cut+ carry and assemble 
product components must be done at every opportunity- 6eeking the expert in this 
department or that maintenance shop is easily done because there are so many of them in 
the system- 6upervisors who are always anticipating and preparing for problems and are 
motivating teams to improve+ make up the core of experts around any organization- 9he 
other experts you develop help you carry out those duties needed to keep your 
department error free-
(xperts come in all jobs and departments and their positive impact is seen everywhere- 
Dou see their expertise daily as they do their jobs -flawlessly- 9he principle of 
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supervisory expertise iV to allow you to be able to lead the experts you manage daily and 
to bring other employees up to expert status through your guidance- 0aintaining your 
expert role means that you will continue to grow by sharing your knowledge+ and along 
the way+ learn more yourself from the other experts you have help create- 
Dou will find that experts behave in a certain way- Dou see it in the experts you 
supervise and you should be able to recognize it in the way you do your job- /ook at the 
descriptions below and see how you measure up to expert status- 
Bharacteristics of an (xpert 
AQ b[SbUW fV YbU\ c^PfQf^U ZfWe ^ Q^Udb QXP_bU Rc S^UWV 
UbQ^WfQd WR Web SUR`bVV, Web SURaX`W ^Qa Web SbRSQb. AV 
Web _XVfQbVV `e^QdbV Web b[SbUW PQRZV ZebUb WR dbW 
PRUb c^`WV WR ^fa fQ UXQQfQd Web abS^UWPbQW. +ave you 
developed a system where you track changes that impact 
your department> Co you support your team by sharing 
knowledge about new materials or processes> Co you try 
to reinforce current knowledge by being near the work 
often and discussing what you observe with your team> 
AQ b[SbUW fV dRRa ^W Wb^`efQd. @re you always on the 
alert to teach team members about quality from the 
perspective of rework trends or customer service warranty 
reports> Co you follow up to make sure you reinforce what 
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you taught> Co you praise your team when the problem 

has been corrected> 
AQ b[SbUW fV dRRa ^W QfVWbQfQd ^Qa Qb^UQfQd. Co you 
listen to your team about better methods+ do they know that 
you want their comments about the accuracy of blueprints+ 
or problems they observe with materials> Co you research 
and get back to them> Co you use other supervisors as 
sources for new ideas or problem identification> 
AQ b[SbUW fV VbbQ ^Qa Ub`RdQf]ba ^V e^YfQd ^ 
`RPPfWPbQW WR TX^QfW\ ^Qa WR Web SURaX`WfRQ SUR`bVV 
^Qa, PRVW Rc ^ QQ, WR P^fQW^fQfQd dRRa Wb^P PRU^Qb. 
.s there an absolute standard your team understands about 
product quality> Co you constantly train team members to 
expand their practice of those standards> @re you always 
there to reinforce your team
s actions> 
9ake time to examine these characteristics and ask yourself these tough questions- If you 
are not showing these characteristics do you think you can change your team
s behavior> 
6how your own intense interest by digging for answers to questions or problems that crop 
up> Ae the expert and help others achieve expert status- :se the problem solving 
suggestions as the means to expand the expertise of your team- 
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5roblem 8olving 8teps 
8ome problems are too difficult for one person to resolve- 7he problem may take a group 
effort to fix- :hen you hold a team problem solving meeting+ keep these things in mind 
regarding meetings and solving problems- 
Bharacteristics of an (ffective 5roblem 8olving 7eam9 
0- @ll 2embers 5articipate9 7eam members do not ignore the contribution of other 
members- @ll members need to contribute- 8ilence is not golden- 
1- 2ake 8ure (veryone :nderstands- 8ometimes it is a good idea to ask a question like 
"+ow does everyone feel about this>" to make sure everyone understands- 
2- 8eparate the .dea )rom the 5erson9 7ry to discuss issues as "group property-"- 
.nstead of saying: ". do not like 2ike
s idea on --- "try saying: ". have a different 
angle to consider on --- " 7his helps free people up to present their idea+ and then 
join in the discussion without feeling the need to defend the-mselves-
3- ;iew 2oderate Bonflict @s 1ecessary and +elpful9 Bonflict is inevitable- 5ut it out 
on the table so the aiW can be cleared- 7his allows the team to control the conflict- 
%ou do not have to take a side+ just keep the team focused on the problem solving 
nature of the discussion- 
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4- 2ake Cecisions 4penly9 7eams need to keep things in the open to avoid the 

suspicion that some backroom deal has been made- Cecisions can be made by 
voting+ by delegation+ or by group consensus- 
5roblem 8olving Alocks 
Aecause your problem solving meetings must be limited because of time constraints+ it is 
best to be aware of some of the common sources of troubles- 7his list will keep you on 
the alert to potential problems and may cause you to stop and rethink a direction even if 
your gut feeling says it
s the right way to go- IW may also serve as a good review for your 
team+ which is generally new at this process anyway- IW will reassure everyone involved 
that solutions don
t all come from the same place+ and they may not reached on the first 
try-
*nabbing phe )inop .dea 
5eople+ many times+ when faced with a problem+ tend to grab the first solution that 
occurs to them and stop there- 7his is especially true when a person feels under pressure+ 
or when he experiences frustrations with a problem that doesn
t go away- 
(xperience has shown+ however+ that the really effective ideas and solutions come when 
a number of alternatives have been discussed- 7he experienced team problem solver 
doesn
t feel the need to run with the first solution+ but can wait for all solutions to be 
heard+ then help the team make a choice- 
Bqmling po &onclqoiono 
7he danger in jumping to a conclusion is that once a quick decision ceases other 
discussion+ everything else is tuned out even when the evidence is overwhelming that the 
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first solution may not be the best one- 4nce an explanation is heard+ it maybe difficult to 
drop it+ even when you have discovered a better idea along the way- 5eople won
t speak 
up for fear of hurting someone s feelings and a person who is in the habit of jumping in 
first sometimes closes hiV mind to new information and stops listening to any other 
solution- %ou may table discussion for a while or ask that the team explore more 
possibilities before you move on- Aeing the expert sometimes means saying 14- 
Qqick! Make a 'ecioion 
:hen supervisors are confronted with a problem+ they feel strong internal pressure to 
find a solution , .mmediately! Aad things happen when you rush- )irst+ you may 
misunderstand the real problem- Ay looking at only quick solutions to the problem+ you 
may pass up many things that could lead to a better solution- If you are in a hurry+ you 
may fail to consider other potential outcomes+ which could result in other problems- 
:hen you are permitted to take more time+ you are freer to tum the problem over on all 
sides and consider different points of view- 7he goal then should be to switch from quick 
solutions to a detailed problem solving approach- %ou will find the quality of your 
decisions will be much better and the speed will not diminish your implementation time 
because you probably will be solving the problem just once instead of having to explain 
several false starts- 
Thap Won'p Wonk +ene 
.t is common for any individual to make judgments while exploring solutions to 
problems- 4bjective listening+ although difficult to do+ helps you to process what is 
being said+ ideally without making judgment first- (veryone is not a polished speaker+ so 
most people will be nervous and if they think they are being "tuned out" because 
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someone is making an early judgment on an idea they will generally tum off completely-
Diopen  'on'p Bqdge 
If you permit ideas to be shot down before you reach the natural part of the problem 
solving process where you actually select some final alternatives to consider+ your 
FqHGhEhkhsx will be 1 danger- :hen you have a chance to consider an idea , even a bad 
idea , without making a judgment on it immediately+ you will send a message to your 
team and to the person who took the time to develop an idea and present it that+ yes+ you 
are truly interested- 
.eep 7he 5roblem 8olving 5rocess *oing 
@s you are concluding one problem+ begin thinking of the others which are causing poor 
quality or are eroding efficiency- 5ut the identification of the next improvement project 
as a top priority with your team- If you ignore that important task+ you may run the risk 
of your team thinking that it is "someone else
s tum" or "now we are done with that-" 
Bhange is never done+ so while you are praising people for their accomplishments you 
begin urging them on to tackle a new problem- Ay the time you have finished a few 
projects you and your team will be experts at the process and you will know what kind of 
impact your improvements have made- 
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2y Bommitment 7o 2yself 
. will take on the challenge of selecting an important problem to begin to have my team 
work on- 
. will discuss my plan with my boss and then begin one,on,one and small group 
discussions the team members- 
. will schedule a lunch time session a week in advance after my individual meetings so 
that team members can adjust their schedules- 2y first topic will be " 8electing a 
5roblem"-
1ast 2inute 4uestions 
:hat are you going to do if you get some road, blocks from individuals> :hat do you 
need to do to help your team understand the value of their contributions to improvement> 
7emember+ you are only one expert in the process+ if you need help+ it is available> .t 
may be right their in your team- 
$ne uoq feeling qncomfonpable aboqp leading change? *ood! Thap io phe nighp 
feeling po hare Yoq ane neadu po make a diffenence 
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2aximizing %our (mployees
 (fforts 
2otivating your team will always provide you the greatest challenges in your job as 
a supervisor but it can also yield you and your organization the best rewards- 7he 
emphasis of knowing each individual+ and implementing your motivational 
strategies almost one by one+ will help you understand the things that work and 
those that do not- :sing this powerful tool will change your relationship with those 
you supervise immediately- 
2otivating anyone in any setting is one of the toughest assignments you will ever tackle-
2otivating a team has even greater challenges to you and to the individuals who make up 
your team- 7he key problem faced by supervisors and team members alike is goal 
confusion- %ou want quality and cooperation in your daily efforts with you and your 
team- 8ometimes that is difficult to get across- Cealing with each individual 
personality at work is the real task in trying to motivate a team- :hy must you start with 
the individual> 2otivation of the team will depend on how you understand the 
motivation of each individual- +ere
s a situation which might make that point a bit 
easier to grasp- 
)rom the 4ther 8ide 
"7his job stinks! .
ve been here for five years and my supervisor is "all over" the new 
guys+ helping them get the hang of the job- . know all those jobs a whole lot better than 
he does- 7his is all part of him being in the department more so he can answer questions 
and get us to be on his problem solving team- +e is just in the way all the time- :hy 
doesn
t he ---" "+i Bharlie"+ the supervisor catches him in mid,grumble- "+ow was 
your weekend>" ". don
t have time right now to get distracted , do you want me to have 
an accident> *o over there and bother your new team
 + they aren
t going to make it 
anyway-" @s the supervisor walks away he thinks "1o wonder nobody stays in this 
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department with this guy
s attitude-" Bharlie is actually the best worker in the 
department+ plus he knows all the jobs but he s got a real sour attitude toward just about 
everybody except a couple of his friends- +e decides to let Bharlie cool down for a 
couple of hours before approaching him to find out what
s wrong- 
:hen the supervisor approaches Bharlie after lunch he is met with almost the same 
anger- +e calls+ "+ey Bharlie" three times before Bharlie turns around and recognizes 
him- ":hat is it this time>" Bharlie barks- 7he supervisor changes his tactic from the 
small talk approach and just says+ ". need to talk to you after work-" ":hat
s wrong 
now>-" Bharlie snaps as his voice fades- 7he supervisor just walks away --
8aving 7he 7roubled (mployee 
7he supervisor decides against the idea of just firing Bharlie or telling him who
s boss or 
telling him to quit if he doesn
t like the way things are run and tries another way- Bharlie 
is a "keeper"- IW is the supervisor
s job to figure out how to make Bharlie
s attitude tum 
around and+ of more importance+ to have them both figure out how Bharlie
s talent can be 
used to a greater extent in the department- 7o be an effective supervisor+ he must 
be able to describe in detail the talents of each of his people- 8adly+ it seems that 
Bharlie
s talent is lost+ partly because of his attitude+ and partly because the supervisor 
always seems to provoke a negative response from him- 7he supervisor knows that 
Bharlie is a good worker- +e also has first,hand experience just a few minutes ago about 
Bharlie
s bad attitude- +e is not taking well to the supervisor spending so much time in 
the department promoting solving problems and getting the team involved in how things 
are done- Aut this supervisor is committed to improving the department
s work+ so his 
presence there will be a fact of life , and it won
t change- 7he last two people Bharlie 
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trained are now part of the team+ but they also have lousy attitudes+ but they too have 
become skilled workers- 
@fter some thinking the supervisor makes a list of a few of his observations about 
Bharlie
s talents9 
+e knows almost every job- 
+e is a skilled worker- 
+e has had success in training people- 
+e has a bad attitude- 
5eople he trains become skilled workers- 
+e doesn
t like me looking over his shoulder-
+e makes it a point to be ready to fight anytime .
m around- 
7he supervisor takes time to jot these items down on a scorecard and is now ready for his 
discussion+ some tome later+ with Bharlie- 1ets look at a few tactics which he will want 
to use with Bharlie to try to see what makes him tick-
)ind 4ut :ho %our 7eam .s 4ne by 4ne 
@ team size of ten or so people allows you as the supervisor to get to know each person , 
as a person- 7he list of details that you will be able to write on each person should be 
extensive- (ach one of your team+ new or old+ is a product of not only the experience in 
your operation+ but of all the jobs he has held+ of his schooling+ his home,life and family 
and many other factors-- @dded to that list+ he is influenced by what he reads+ what he 
watches on 7;+ and who he respects and who he dislikes- +is goals and his 
psychological make,up add to this complex picture- %ou should expect to have a very 
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long list on the scorecard for some people- 1o interview or background check is going to 
give you all of this information- %ou will learn it through observation and discussion 
with the person- %ou will find out some things by other
s comments too- %our goal 
should be to know each item that makes up the person- %our ability to motivate your 
team begins with the assessment of how your actions will be responded to by the team+ 
both individually and collectively- 8ee the 5erformance 8corecard at the end of this 8tep 
as an aid in your interviewing process- 
.t is difficult to motivate in a meaningful way unless you plan it out- Aut+ for certain+ it is 
more than 
back slapping
+ 
smiling a lot
 and 
saying+ good job
 although using these 
tactics+ if meant sincerely+ never hurts(- %our motivating strategies can take several 
different forms but each involves as its goal+ the change of undesired behavior or the 
increase in desired behavior of the individual or of the team- 
2otivating .ndividuals 
)ollowing is a brief description of a motivational framework which deals directly with 
desired performance and the reinforcement to continue that performance- 7his is one of 
many such techniques which have been used in business and other settings for many 
years- 7his particular approach requires that you know what you want from sKH 
hmGhuhGt]k. )irst+ you know what reinforcers will motivate the individuals: and+ you must 
be prepared to provide constant feedback to keep everyone on course toward 
performance improvement- 
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Pooipire Mopirapion ,the increase of a specific behavior by using positive reinforcement- 
(tamlle If you can train the two new people in the department and they stay with us 
six months . will give you a bonus of $0// for each- 
8ituation you want changed .ncreased Aehavior Bontingent 
7einforcement 
+igh turnover in new employees *etting them trained- Aonus paid for them 
if they stay- 
7he same applies to the reduction of a specific behavior by using positive reinforcement- 
(tamlle If you reduce errors in your individual job over last month . will have a cook, 
out for your crew- 
8ituation you want changed .ncreased Aehavior Bontingent 
7einforcement 
7oo many errors Auilding a unit with Book out for team 
fewer errors- 
If the reinforcer is a desired motivator by the individual or the team+ then behavior should 
change- If you stop using the reinforcer+ the behavior will probably go back to something 
less than what xnt v]ms. 
@nother form of motivation is punishment-
Pqniohmenp , the reduction of a specific behavior by using a negative reinforcer- 
(tamlle :nless you stop your mouthing off to me . will write you up! 
8ituation you want changed Cecreased Aehavior Bontingent 
7einforcement 
Cisruptions caused by negative )ewer incidents of bad Cisciplinary write 
comments- attitudes- ups-
.n the case of punishment+ it is rare that it ever has the desired effect and if it does+ it is 
very short,lived- @lthough there are some cases where punishment needs to be the 
strategy used+ you will find that it tends to make any positive motivation impossible 
unless punishment is used very sparingly- 
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7hese techniques produce very powerful results- :nfortunately+ sustaining good 

behavior or stopping bad behavior iV impossible to do with just one or two tries- %ou 
may want to use positive motivators as a kick off and then on occasion use some tangible 
reward to keep the ball rolling- @ny reward
s value as a reinforcer depends on the 
measurable results you receive from the changed behavior- Ay attempting several 
different kinds of rewards+ you are able to find out if the behavior does change and to 
what degree it changes the behavior targeted- If you see that a department cook out has a 
positive effect on reducing errors+ then continue its use- %ou can modify the 
expectations+ change the way you organize it or have the team take the event over- An 
important fact to remember though is that the reward cook out( is not just a hamburger- 
7he reward also shows that you are recognizing your team for their contributions- 7his 
can be a way of showing how you are sharing your power with the team which will 
produce many more long lasting behavior changes- 
7urning 7alent into 5erformance 
.ndividually changed behavior at the team level will lead to better overall department 
performance- AV you recognize more and more that you are working at the individual 
level to improve department performance+ you can run interference for individuals to 
remove performance barriers- %ou can be the spokesperson for the department at higher 
levels in your operation- %ou can influence other supervisors to improve quality in their 
departments so that your department
s quality level and performance can be increased-
%ou can do something as simple as expediting a tool replacement request to make 
someone
s job easier- .t can serve as a great reinforcer by assisting your team in their 
desire to get out earlier- :hen you see these examples as part of your role+ the talent in 
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your team is multiplied- 7he more attention and energy you invest+ the greater the yield 

in performance- If some people resent it+ find out why+ but make sure they understand 
that you will be there assisting- 
2otivation doesn
t start with the team or even with the individual- 2otivation starts with 
your understanding of what performance improvement is needed- %our overall goal may 
be to reduce errors+ but that alone cannot transform performance because it is too broad- 
Bertainly+ by drawing attention to quality improvement you may see some reduction of 
errors- 8ustaining that improved quality is a different story- %ou may start by using an 
error tracking system to identify specific areas- 1ext you might select how you can mix 
the unique talents ;>f your team into a performance improvement plan to correct a specific 
deficiency-
2otivation of your team enters the plan at this point- If the cook out with its other 
recognition values is the most probable reinforcer to gain improved performance+ then 
you may be using that device every time a specific error is eliminated a lot of 
hamburgers(- .t may serve as such a powerful tool that other departments may be curious 
about the recognition and inquire to their supervisors why they are not included- 
+opefully+ at that point+ it is catching- @nd+ it does not have to be the same for everyone- 
7emember+ the unique talent of each individual and+ as we will examine next+ the inner 
dynamics of team may change the approach and the reinforcers other supervisors will use 
as well- 
2otivating %our 7eam 
Ifyou remember what motivated you and some of your co,workers as you began your 
careers+ you may find some similarities with the needs of workers from your generation 
3/ 

and those that you see today- (mployees and teams who are KhJKkx lnshu]sHG still want a 
chance to learn all they can and improve their skills- 7hey come to work everyday both · 
for the money and because they like the job: they like their co,workers and supervisors: 
and+ they want to be treated well and be appreciated for what they do- HhJKkx lnshu]sHG 
employees don
t want to be treated just like another replaceable worker- 7hey generally 
need to know that by showing these attributes which make them stand out+ that they are 
able to achieve more- 
:orkplace design helps make the probability of successfully motivating employees and 
teams more likely- 7he work process has a beginning and an end- ThiV structure will 
reinforce the team
s quality and efficiency needs- 7he end product , a completed unit , 
should be there for all to see as evidence of a completed task- (veryone working toward 
an observable+ major goal+ a high quality completed unit+ in which they receive an equal 
reward in pay+ should give a sound basis for you to use as a beginning point to consider 
team motivation- @long the way+ as the team engages in problem solving: it is given the 
power to make certain levels of decisions about the work and how it gets accomplished: 
and+ you+ as its knowledgeable supervisor keeps it on course- %ou+ as the supervisor+ 
serve as the communicator of "what is important" daily to give meaning and value to 
work-
2otivation is an active process which has an identity at the team level and+ as we saw 
earlier in this 8tep+ and with each individual as well- %our knowledge of the individuals 
in the team gives you a head start in developing a motivational strategy- If you have 
been involved in the hiring of the individual+ have taken the lead role in the orientation 
period and have observed many hours of the new employee
s work+ you will have a very 
1 
good idea of what makes the person tick- .nowing the same kind of detail about your 
team iV very important because of the team
s importance to the total success of your 
operation- 1et
s examine a few team activities which would be considered as positive 
motivators9 
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%our @ctivity at the 7eam 1evel 
%ou get the team a review of the 
production schedule for next week- 
%ou are setting goals 
%ou are promoting involvement 
%ou are anticipating possible 
problems-
%ou discuss damage found in 
several units in final 
inspection-
%our trust of the team 

shows your commitment 

%ou task the team to 

investigate causes- 

%ou and the team can 

provide feedback- 

%ou head,off any 

resentment by not 

blaming-

2otivational 8trategies 
YoX slll be Ible Wo 
1nXc111111WoblamV1111 
ln1XW on VollilonV1 anVseW 
lndlYldXalgXaVXonVand
knosWhlcll •RV need 
111c1111nan11on on 1oXW 
11WW. 
MaWMollYalon @re YoX 
UVinaii 
CORIRIUDICIUna YoXW 111111 
IJQIICIIUonV; 11mn11n 
adYance sanalna loW banlaW 
Wamonl and pWa111111n1
YoXnan 1111Woblam VolYeW 
WIien WWoXble occXn. 
YoX check Wo 111 n1nV1hln1 
coXld hna happened In YoXW 
VWaXon and 11Wa1 Wo look aW 
Iha d1m111 YoXnan 10 Vea 
llosnoccXnad. 
MaWRIOIIVllon aWe .4: 
XVlnail 
@re YoX lnc11111na Whe Weam In 
W1111nYa1X1111on 111 
maanlnllll ll'Oblam sllho• 
blaml• Whem YoX oW m1V111 
I IIIRI 7lllllbar sill 
lnYaVU1111 •obabla caXVeV. 
YoX aWWempW Wo laadback Wo 
Iha Weam Whlcll maY ban 
caXVed Iha ll'Oblam and YoX 
aVVign Whe WepaiW soWk. 
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%ou can see that many of the motivation strategies are job related- 7he dynamics of 
pulling the team together around an issue or to solve a problem demands a lot of effort on 
your part+ but you get help from the team members themselves by permitting them to 
take ownership in the problem and its solution- 7einforcers that are directed at the team 
will be critical in securing team buy,in- 
2otivating employee behavior makes a difference in how the employee feels about 
himself and about the job he does- 7he strongest link in making those feelings result in 
continuing positive behavior is the one that brings you+ the employee and the team 
together- .t is impossible to replace the positive effect you have on making any 
motivation strategy work- 7ecall how you feel when your boss passes a good comment 
on to you about your department or about your team or about you- 7he great power of 
positive reinforcement used to motivate employee
s behavior will change how you lead 
your team from the first time you use it- 
2y Bommitment 7o 2yself 
. will complete a 5erformance 8corecard on each person in my team- 
. will talk to each one+ using the 8corecard- 
. will select several areas where my department
s performance needs improvement- 
. will work out a plan using the motivation suggestion both at an individual and at 
the team level and get my boss to 4. my plan- 
. will share the plan and the motivation strategy with my team- :e will study the 
problem and come up with a course of action-
. will share successes and failures with other supervisors- 
 
1ast 2inute 4uestions 

%ounger workers may have different items that will serve as motivators- :hen . use the 
5erformance 8corecard+ . will be sure to find out what iV important to each of them-
%ou read about using 5ositive 2otivation and how it iV a powerful tool to change 
performance- :hat would you do plan to use as a 5ositive 2otivator for your team> 
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5erformance 8corecard 5lace in employee
s file( 
5ersonal scorecard for ____________________________________ 
D;hatdepartments> ______________%ears at the company ____ 
/ob liked best and D;hy> 
/ob liked least elsewhere and D;hy> 
/ob 8trengths @reas for /ob .mprovement 
5ersonal 8trengths @reas for 5ersonal .mprovement 
(mployee
s comments about work here- 
4ver the next year my plan iV to work on these points with the employee- 
____8upervisor Cate 
6 
%our .ntroduction 7o 1eadership 
7he Aeginning 4f %our /ourney 
%ou will be the one who takes the new,found change techniques and introduce them 
in your team- 7hose strategies will have a dramatic impact on your abilities to 
introduce improvements throughout your department 7he next 8teps will provide a 
way to take that energy you have created and multiply its effects many times by 
becoming the leader of the change process- 
1ow that you have learned about two powerful tools9 problem solving and motivation+ 
the next questions that you are faced with have to do with developing ways to augment 
your behavior so that what you do yields the best possible results- Ifyou have been 
groomed in the strict "top,down" command and control environments where orders are 
given and then followed+ we will now talk about a supervision in a very different way- 
%ou will see that not only is leadership much more then just employing some tookto get 
your team to function more effectively+ it is an operating style which will change the way 
you approach your whole job- %ou will be hearing yourself referred to as a leader in the 
8teps that follow and what you do will be called leadership- %our official title may not 
reflect that designation but without question+ it is how you will be performing your job- 
Ciscovering %our 1eadership 8kills 
7here iV an old saying that if you don
t look good on a horse you probably will not be a 
good leader- 7hat old vision of the leader in front of hiV troops usually on a horse( is 
almost comical today because everyone realizes that it takes more than just one person to 
get complex things done- .t takes a team effort to assure success+ maybe a team of 
leaders- 7he thought that just one individual having enough expertise in each part of a 
job to effectively call all the shots is not only unrealistic+ it is dangerous way to run any 
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organization- :elcome to leadership! %ou will be expected to have all the answers and 
you sill soon discover ways of finding them+ by using the tools in the first section of this 
*uide and by having your team use them as well- 1eading your team has a far greater 
scope than merely supervising their activities and measuring results- %our team shares 
some leadership responsibilities as they learn about the 8teps from you- 
7he leader recognizes the relationships between the various responsibilities and works 
toward the goal of constant improvement by establishing direction+ involving others and 
constantly striving for higher performance- 7he discovery of your leadership skills starts 
with the recognition that there is not only a difference between just supervising a 
function and being a leader because leadership9 
• .s 7ecognizable 
• 8tarts :ith 7rust 
• Coes 2ake @ Cifference 
.s 7hat 7eally 2e> 
7hose leadership activities are seen in your hmsHmshnm]kkx influencing others in how they 
work: nm ] FnmshmthmJ E]rhr working with others to make sure that they are reaching their 
potential: sH]FKhmJ others: kH]qmhmJ more about people and processes every day: and+ 
keeping the goal of hloqnuhmJ as a part of your ntission each day- 5racticing leadership 
in today
s workplace requires you to understand that it iV ongoing , it iV not a program , it 
is not just talking about it and it does require hard work to be effective- %our hard work! 
8o+ you need to prepare yourself- %ou will begin to look at things differently , instead of 
waiting for a solution to a problem to appear+ you and your team will be taking the action 
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needed to begin the problem solving process+ find the solution and implement it! 7he 

boost that you give to your team will be enormous because most employees are tired 
about hearing how things will change,they are ready to help make change happen- :ith 
you as their leader+ they will get that chance- 
.t 8tarts :ith 7rust 
;irtually every measurable can be affected when you include those individuals that work 
for you in solving problems- :hen people feel valued they will give you the chance to 
involve them in more than just "everyday tasks"- (arning people
s trust is probably the 
single most important way to begin that tough job of saying to your team that there is 
more to all of our jobs than just showing up each day- 
.t may be easier to understand trust if we call it your FqHGhEhkhsx. .n the simplest sense+ 
you want to use your credibility to influence your team 7eal leadership happens when 
your team elects to follow you as their leader- %ou may not think they have a choice+ 
because you
re the guy on the horse+ but every time you attempt to change a behavior or 
motivate your team+ they are making a judgment initially about you- If you have 
personal credibility with them then you have at least gotten their attention- 
7he degree to which you are seen as credible by your team is measured by the amount of 
influence you have over them- If you are seen as the one who talks about change 
everyday and nothing ever happens+ then you may be starting with a major hill to climb- 
1et
s see what makes a Bredible 1eader- 
Bonviction , the commitment you have toward your goals- 
Bharacter , consistent demonstration of integrity+ respect and trust- 
Bare , a concern for the well being of your team- 
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Bourage , your willingness to stand up for your beliefs: to admit when you are 
wrong: and+ to change your own behavior when you have to- 
Bomposure , appropriate emotional responses+ keeping your cool in tough or 
crisis situations- 
Bompetence , knowing what you
re talking about- 
.t is true that leadership is a process that involves many people working toward a 
common goal+ but you can
t discount the importance of you+ the leader in the midst of the 
process- %our leadership is created+ day after day+ crisis after crisis+ unit after unit , it 
never ends- 
If you take a close look at the 8ix B
s you will find it possible to measure your own 
behavior- Bredibility with your workforce will EHJhm when you are recognized as using 
the 8ix B
s-
)inding %our 5ath 
.t is your personal commitment that makes credibility possible and it is that knowledge of 
the future that propels you to lead your team toward the empowered existence needed to 
meet competitive challenges- 7he single most important catalyst in making this a reality 
is you- 1othing can replace your presence in your department- Ay being at the center of 
the operation+ you are able to encourage employee initiative and use positive 
reinforcement in a meaningful way- %ou spend time asking questions- :hy shouldn
t 
we --->" "+ow can we - - - >" "Ban we try it this way>" %our vision changes to 
determining where you should be leading your team into new solutions and in more 
progressive directions by empowering them to assist you in decision making- 
4/ 
%our personal interaction makes the praise you give more meaningful and it lets you 
have first,hand knowledge of areas for improvement or correction- %ou are not just 
judging people in your team+ you are sharing expertise and you are learning from them as 
well- %ou are both teacher and student- 5eople don
t have to guess at your approach to 
business , it is clearly demonstrated with each discussion- %ou don
t need to invent 
slogans to reinforce your views on technical or people issues+ because you show them so 
often-
7he three 8teps that follow should challenge you to abandon your former supervisory 
style- %ou must be so reassured that you will not revert to the old ways even when 
pressed for the quick fix- %our commitment to change will be seen by all as the most 
effective means to providing measurable results- Ae ready+ however+ to experience 
failure- %ou may trust too much+ or by being overly anxious+ you may expect change too 
early in the process- 8ince most of your endeavors will be successful+ always know that 
by rallying your team each time there is a need re,address an issue+ your leadership will 
take you and your team down the right path again- 
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1eadership , %ou @re 7he 7ole 2odel )or 8uccess 

7here are some fundamental qualities identified with leadership- 2any individuals 
may not envision thermelves in the role of a leader+ even though even though they 
exhibit some of these qualities- 1eading your team depends on you learning the 
processes that will start you on your way- 1eadership is not a formula but it does 
involve your personal mixture that will bring about your prescription for success- 
:hen you think of leaders you usually think of heads of state+ or military commanders or 
of a company
s top management- .t may be the perception that because these people have 
some special qualities they can lead large armies to win major battles: or they can amass 
great fortunes- 7heir accomplishments are so large+ and in most cases so out of our 
reach+ that we can
t see ourselves in the same role- :e often think that these leaders are 
insulated because of their importance and we picture them as having enormous egos- In 
other words+ we can
t see ourselves as being anything like these high profile people in 
anything that we do- Aut because leadership is a process and not a position+ it is possible 
for you to see yourself as having the qualities of leadership in your every day job- +ere 
are some leadership fundamentals to give you the confidence that many of your own 
qualities will be seen as indicators of your leadership- 
1/ 1eadership )undamentals 
1eaders are good communicators- 
1eaders are motivators-
1eaders are visible and approachable- 
1eaders have a sense of humor-
1eaders are decisive+ but patiently decisive -- 
1eaders are thoughtful-
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1eaders are reliable-
1eaders are open,minded- 
1eaders treat their people with respect- 
1eaders have integrity- 
1eaders build trust- 
1eaders are good teachers- 
1eaders show others how to be problem solvers- 
1eaders must have stamina- 
1eaders know how to manage time well- 
1eaders have technical competence- 
1eaders do not condone incompetence- 
1eaders care for their people- 
1eaders must provide goals and direction-
1eaders think of their department
s goals before personal goals- 
)rom the 4ther 8ide 
". have read that list of 1eadership )undamentals and . know that . am doing many of 
those things now- 7he biggest problems that . face+ though+ are getting my team to 
consistently keep good quality levels and getting them to work with each other instead of 
thinking that each one is an expert responsible for only hiV job-" ThiV supervisor has a 
hard time convincing himself and hiV team( that he has the qualities to lead even though 
he sees himself as using many of the )undamentals- Coubting your leadership ability is a 
common reaction when you don
t see consistent results even if you think you are doing 
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the right things- 
2yths @bout 1eadership 
7here are certain beliefs which will always cloud the picture about how leadership comes 
into being- %ou have probably heard of leaders mentioned in this way , along with the 
stories to back up the arguments- 7he first of these+ and probably the most widely held 
belief is that leadeno ane bonn and nop made 
Bertainly+ if you are more intelligent or are more energetic than most+ you will have a 
greater likelihood to be identified as having leadership potential- 1either quality alone 
will sustain you in a leadership role- 7eading about an intricate battle plan carried off by 
an army may give you an idea of the strategy behind certain leadership decisions but the 
one element it doesn
t supply is that flexibility and realism of the front,line encounter- 
Aeing there in the midst of things- permits a much broader population to succeed at 
leadership because among those qualities that make a great leader is involvement as well 
as intelligence --
%our raw energy may make you the first one at the battle site but that position may prove 
very lonely and short,lived if you have out,paced your followers and supply lines and 
support- 5ersistence and determination are definitely more desirable leadership traits- If 
you are persistent and capable of seeing things through to conclusion you have a greater 
chance of succeeding than if you can just yell+ "Bharge!"- 
%our daily work envirorunent will bring out your natural talents- 7hey will be reinforced 
through every success- Bhances are that your team will be more likely to pick up on the 
direction you are setting when you show them you can stay on target through persuasion 
not intimidation- 7hey too will grow in using the leadership process because of the 
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challenges you present to them- 

8ome people think that leadership is just common sense- 7here is no doubt that a solid 
practical knowledge base can get you a great start in problem solving and in the people 
skills areas- 1eadership will take you much further in the change process- 7emember+ 
leadership is about change- 7o pursue change as your goal you must leave the security 
provided by the common sense approach primarily because using only that method will 
keep you at the rs]str ptn or where you are now- :hen a new direction is called for+ 
there is the need to employ a different set of rules to examine all possibilities which may 
lead you to the correct choice- If leadership were nothing more than using common sense 
there would be a near perfect workplace where adjustment to change would be minimal+ 
disruptions would be non,existent and your job as supervisor would be defined as the 
ability to do things the same way as you did them yesterday- 7hat scenario can not be 
found in today
s globally competitive markets- 
7here is a final myth about how leadership skills are acquired which is based on the 
opinion that leadership skills cannot be developed through learning or through study it 
must be learned from the school of hard knocks- @ctually+ practical hard knocks( and 
formal study learning leadership( go together quite well- Ay studying the different 
aspects of leadership in just this *uide+ a supervisor should be able to carry new 
knowledge into his daily experience and be able to better understand what is happening 
as the result of his leadership- %ou certainly can learn from experience- %ou will be able 
to progress more quickly when you use all available learning avenues- 8tudying different 
approaches to leadership before trying to initiate change will probably mean faster pick, 
up on everyone
s part as well as a few less knocks" for you- 
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.t is true that leaders use common sense: and+ you can learn a lot about leadership 
through on the job experience- IW is also a fact that some individuals are born into families 
where close family members serve as leader role models- (ven though all of these things 
have some factual basis+ all of them together do not include or exclude anyone from 
being a successful l~ader- %our own talent coupled with what you are willing to learn and 
to implement the 8teps in this *uide will be better indicators of your probability of 
success than any myth about leadership- 
2oving 7oward 1eadership 
:e have seen the )undamentals at the beginning of this 8tep and surely you can 
recognize some of your own characteristics in those descriptions- %ou are wise in 
knowing there is always room for more improvement- %ou must make a personal 
commitment to continue to learn- %ou must always try to improve your VkillV and to take 
ownership of your development- @dopting this attitude sill help you stand out from 
others who may not have the desire to change- @long the way you will still encounter 
those who will try to convince you that the myths+ in one way or another+ are absolute 
truths and will ultimately stop anyone short of being a leader- *oing backwards or 
stopping is just not going to happen in your case+ uoqn opamina olenmindedneoo goal 
onienpapion and deoine po imlnore uoqn comlepence 8ee 7he )undamentals(+ will 
help keep you to stay on course-
(ven knowing that you have the qualities to pursue the leadership process+ you still may 
have some questions on how to turn your skills and your desire to change into action- 
%ou are among a select few supervisors and managers who have chosen a course to make 
change happen- 7hose who choose change as a ../eans of improving are considered as 
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having an achievement motivation- 7hey have a strong personal sense of goal orientation 

and see that accomplishing goals comes from self,management- %ou will also be able to 
be more effective at leading the change process because of your abilities to envision what 
the FK]mJHG process will look like- %ou will be able to get those in your team to see the 
same goals as well- 
8tarting :ith 8elf,2anagement As %our *uide 
7his is your beginning phase in ·your change toward the leadership process- 7he 
countless examples of how to get things started takes study+ as well as trial and error on 
your part- %our dedication to improving a part of the process can be accomplished by 
understanding where you are and then mapping a course how to get there- +ere is a 
simple plan that you may wish to use in getting started- 
&hange Spanpo Wiph $n .dea .magination is needed to start- )or most people+ 
this is the most difficult of all the components of change because it requires 
stepping out of the ordinary ways of thinking and doing things- 8ince habits are 
strong and new ideas are accepted slowly+ there is more risk involved than 
many people are willing to take- .nnovation and improvement usually happens 
because someone conceives of a better way to do the work- 7he idea must also 
be based upon the specifying and meeting of some kind of improvement need+ 
or there will be no reason for change- 
Planning 4nce an idea is started it can be built upon through carefully specifying 
just how+ where+ and when a change can best be accomplished- 7his may involve 
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interest as a project continues- 2otivation leads to the most important aspect of 

change+ @ction! +igher levels of motivation and achievement can be 
accomplished by meeting9 people
s needs of recognition+ accomplishment+ 
challenge+ belonging+ meaning and purpose- 
(valuating9 (valuation of the results of a change effort is tricky but necessary- 
.t is important in terms of making improvements to the plan and in being able to 
jointly celebrate a specific level of success- 7he more carefully specified the 
plan is in terms of identified accomplishments to be reached+ the easier the 
evaluation of the progress- (valuation should be made a part of the plan+ it 
should be defined in terms of accomplishments and it must be measurable-
7ecycling the 5rocess 7hrough (valuation9 @fter a time of evaluation+ all 
the steps in this process need to be repeated so that realistic assessments can be 
made about how events are proceeding and what change has occurred-
7ethinking the plans+ finding new motivators and regrouping for greater 
productivity will keep your team in tune with what is real and what has positive 
change potential- .t is this kind of feedback that will assure you and your team 
that change has produced the desired results- 
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2y Bommitment 7o 2yself 

+ere is my chance to begin- 
. will show my team the value of process improvement and change- 
. will remember to provide the action needed by committing to a project- 
. will demonstrate the leadership skil(s . have learned by involving them in all facets of 
the project- 
1ast 2inute 4uestions 
+ow do you make sure that you have the complete backing of your boss on the project 
selected> 
Ban you deputize a couple of your team members to help with writing down meeting 
notes and progress reports> 
+ow do you intend to spread the news about your team
s progress to your fellow 
supervisors> 
5/ 

8ome +elpful 7ips @bout 7he Bhange 5rocess 

:sing 8elf,2anagement 

0- 8elf,Bonfidence9 Aeing willing to go out+ hear "no"+ and move on to focus on 
the next opportunity- 
1- Cetail and Aig 5icture 7hinking9 Bombining detail and big picture forms of 
thinking to analyze problems- 
2- 2ental 7ehearsal9 5reparing for action so that both your mind and your 
emotions are conditioned for upcoming events- 
:sing Bourse Borrection 
3- Breative Arain 5ower9 +aving the flexibility to change perspective and do the 
creative thinking necessary to deal with challenges- 
4- Boncentration9 +aving stamina to work long hours+ adaptability to change+ 
and the resilience under stress-
5- 1earning )rom 2istakes9 7aking appropriate actions based upon new 
information or past failures-
+aving a 7esults 4rientation 
6- @s a 1eader9 8eeing and communicating clear goals+ following up with a plan 
of action that includes specific actions+ complete with benchmarks necessary for 
assessing time+ quality and quantity of results-
7- @s a Boordinator of .nformation9 Crawing in what you need from other people 
to make the process a success- 
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8- @s the Bhange 1eader9 :nderstanding that there is no guaranteed path from @ 
to B+ and being prepared to make new paths- 
*etting 1ecessary 8kills 
0/- Ceveloping 1~w 8kills9 @ssessing what·new skills are needed and then 
developing those skills through readings+ courses+ workshops and work 
experiences- @sk for and get feedback from your managers- 
00- :sing :hat %ou 1earn9 2aximizing opportunities to use the new skills while 
you develop what you have already learned- 
Ceveloping %our 7eam to @ccomplish 7esults 
01- Celegating to (mpower %our 7eam9 (mpowering others by ·giving them tasks 
and assignments that they do best or that will get them into new territory- 
Bhecking progress and giving feedback- 
02- 8tretching the @bilities of 4thers9 Bhallenging others to develop to their 
potential and offering opportunities for them to do so- 
03- (ncouraging 2oderate 7isk,7aking9 (ncouraging others to take risks if there 
is reasonable chance for success- 
2anaging Bhange for )uture 8uccess 
04- @lways Ae 1earning9 8eeking lifelong learning opportunities+ which means 
there is a willingness to admit there is always more to learn- 
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05- (xpecting to 8ucceed9 +aving confidence and sharing with others that things 
can work+ but having alternate game,plans to shift into if you need to change 
course-
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7enewal of 1eadership 

IW seems that the excitement of leading has been momentary+ because now renewal is 
the next 8tep- IW is only practical to be prepared for times when the change process 
appears to stall- 7his hesitation and the quiet time the results from it can be used as 
a positive- IW gives you a chance to figure out "what
s next" as you look at your 
course of change activities- 7enewal will be exciting when you think ofit as the 
energ!zer for the next successes- 
4nce we get good at something it seems that someone always wants to move up our 
standards- .t seems 4. to get a system working well and maintaining it as long as you 
can- 4nly when you see it starting to break down should you jump in and fix it- 7hat 
way you don
t waste valuable time and money tinkering with something that is working-
Coes the same caution apply to the direction we are taking in changing supervisors to 
leaders> @s leaders we are taking a more active role in recognizing the needs of the 
team+ motivating them to move towards improving quality and reducing errors and 
empowering them to be part of the decision making process- 7here is more to it than just 
those items but the general change should already be seen- Coes everyone seem satisfied 
with the way things are now> 
)rom the 4ther 8ide 
"IW is really frustrating being the only one here who got the message about improving- IW 
seems that there was a stir about it about a year ago and then things settled down again 
and although we seem to have solved some of our problems+ many of those nagging 
things like turnover and attitude still are not much better-" 7his supervisor feels there iV a 
reason to go on to tackle problems in his operation but it is tough to do anything if you 
feel you are alone- 

7he silence about the subject of change has told me that no matter 
6 
what . think+ that part is over+ now lets get back to work-" "2y team has even 
commented about the "business as usual" feeling that they are getting about the other 
departments"- 7he subtle changes are recognized first: the lack of interest in sending a 
great product down the line: the disregard for damaging other departments
 work: and+ 
just the sense that mediocre is the best we can do- ".t seems like everyone has taken 
several steps backwards in the process of change-" 
1othing *oes on )orever 
4nce the big splash is over+ all that is left are the small ripples of change which are 
quickly absorbed by the calm waters around them- 7he excitement is gone- 7he whole 
reason for change is no longer clear and many promoters of change have reached back 
for their personal comfort zones once again- 7his is a very contagious disease- .t can 
start by ignoring few sloppy products- 7hey slip through the process and are reported by 
your customers- .t may take the form of rebuilding old barriers that caused poor 
communication- 7he back,slide into those bad habits is easily seen by all- 
7here is an interesting feeling about any reversal in the change process- 7he first to 
notice the slippage are those workers in the teams in whom so much energy was invested 
initially- 2any times+ anyone asked to change regards the loss of commitment as a 
betrayal- 7he change effort will crumble quickly if immediate action is not taken- 7he 
supervisor must address the stagnation caused by the desire to retreat- :nless action is 
taken+ an all out reversal may cause the system to fall apart- %ou are the only one who 
can curb the downhill slide of a change process gone sour- @nd+ if you recognize it early 
enough you are the leader who can jump,start it again- 
7he change process can never stay the same- .t is the constant energy which is a result of 
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change that sparks the next series of changes- Aecause nothing lasts forever+ you must 

take the responsibility of continuing the change process- .t is that ability+ among many 
others+ that sets you apart as a leader- %ou must believe that you are the absolute key to 
success of the process and because of your important role+ you need to be always on the 
alert for trouble signs , your oHqrhrsH[mFH is about personal discipline- .t causes you to do 
what you need to do even when it is difficult- %our onrhshuH ]mG HmsKtrh]rshF attitude 
makes those tough tasks bearable- Aecause leadership is such an outward activity it is 
easily noticed or easily seen as absent by the people around you- If you permit either 
your oHqrhrsHmFH nq HmsKtrh]rl to decline+ you will look hollow to those you are 
supposed to lead- @nd crossing the line of indifference shows that you have given up+ 
and your team will quickly follow- :hether the condition that caused the stoppage is 
temporary or+ if it is a real crisis+ you need to overcome the fear that paralyzes many into 
inactivity-
)ear of making the decision not the right one or the wrong one(+ but any decision+ needs 
to be conquered at once if you are going to be effective in your leadership role- %ou are 
the source of inspiration to your team and you constantly need inspiration from your 
team if you have any chance of renewing leadership- .t is that relationship that lets the 
momentum of change continue to build- 7aking the time to focus in on your target and 
keeping it constantly in front of your team gives you the opportunity to watch for 
stagnation or slippage- %our hesitation+ once you have spotted a possible problem may 
put your momentum at risk if you let it linger or go unattended for a long period- 4nce 
the signal is received by your people that your stoppage is not temporary , the change 
effort is compromised- IW is essential to explain what is going on or "not" going on to 
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your team so that everyone understands that we are still pursuing this goal- 
+esitation also may serve as a positive "breather" for you and your team- IW gives you a 
chance to check out reactions+ your own included- .t gives you and your team a chance 
to discuss feelings about the problem that caused your temporary loss of momentum and 
it may give you an opportunity to discover new solutions to help avoid similar problems 
which may halt the change process in the future- %ou can use the hesitation productively 
instead of waiting for the problem to be corrected by some other means or waiting for the 
movement to die- %ou are oHqrhrsHmskx giving people time for re,energizing their efforts- 
7he feedback opportunity that you have purposely taken advantage of during this period 
also gives you the chance to check out your alignment toward the goal- .t is time to ask 
these series of questions9 
+ow are we doing in moving toward our goal> 
+ow am . doing personally> 
@m . doing all . can to help the team toward reaching the goal> 
:hat is it that . might be doing that will prevent the team from reaching 
the goal> 
%ou must continue to use your dual role as sH]FKHqk1H]lHq to move toward discovery- 
7he answers to the questions above may lead you to the next springboard of change- %ou 
don
t have to start from zero- %ou simply analyze the situation+ ask the questions and use 
the feedback you have received to redirect everyone
s efforts- %ou must remind yourself 
as sH]FKHq that you want to discover all the possibilities and not leap at the first or the 
cheapest or the easiest solution- Ifyou intend on having a lasting solution you and your 
team must sift through a lot of possibilities to make sure that your renewal begins with 
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the best chance for success- 

7enewal is planned or unplanned hesitation- .ts primary objective is to check the system 
for stagnation or crumbling- %ou as sH]FKHq, guide the effort for discovery of all kinds-
8ome things you find may be used as a kind of report card for your efforts+ others with 
others who may be- contributing to the problem9 .eep a detailed record of your solutions+ 
possibilities and rejections because they are useful for later examination for you as 
kH]qmHq. %ou are always on the alert to ideas+ suggestions and other input aimed at 
improvement- @lthough they may not fit today
s solution+ you can always save them to 
re,visit later- 
8trengthening the resolve to lead is very often an activity which requires self, motivation- 
1ike most of the activities you are required to perform daily+ time for self,motivation 
must be carved out of your busy schedule- 7his reflection should be your way of getting 
all the cards on the table+ face,up- .t may mean even exploring things with other 
supervisors+ or with other teams and even with executives in your system- 
:sing )ailure Ar @ 1earning (xperience 
7enewal means kind of a time to charge your batteries once again- .t requires that you 
look at yourself+ your team and your goals in a way in which you can be critical of things 
you have done- .t is a time where the misdirection or lack of achievement can be looked 
on in a positive light- %es+ mistakes in a positive light! 7hat is a difference between 
traditional management and the new leadership- /ust as an example let
s consider the 
problem solving process- In phe old ries of lnoblem oolring manageno blamed 
opheno po lnore phap connecpion had paken llace and mone imlonpanplu phap pheu 
sene nop ap faqlp The lenoon in phe peam mauhare been pold phap shap he did sao 
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snong bqp phe lnoblem sao onlu oolred fon phap incidenp fon phap lenoon :sing 

your leadership skills+ you still get the problem corrected and you identify the individual 
responsible for the error+ but problem solving advances from the old style and 
concentrates on how to keep the problem from occurring again instead of merely 
punishing the poor performer- 
:hen you use your new leadership skills+ the renewal activity acts as a check to see that 
the problem solving process is working in the way you have thought- %our approach 
asks9 :hy did the problem arise> :as it the first time> 7he answers to these questions 
tell you where look next to focus your effort9 8hould it be in re,training of the team> 
8hould the individual be re,trained> Coes the process need to be examined> 7hese 
questions should give you a sort of direction to see where the system has failed and then 
the most important component , the feedback to your team regarding the issue- :ithout 
some immediate+ direct feedback from you+ any spark that existed in the change process 
might quickly die- )eedback after your renewal lets you+ together with your team+ find 
and examine solutions- .t also gives you a chance to provide the needed re,direction to 
prove that everything is still on course and the change process is still intact- )eedback 
following renewal gives you the chance to make sure that you know that all things are in 
place for a smooth re,start of the process- 
7he 7enewed %ou 
(ach time you approach the change process with your team+ or when you use the 
techniques to solve problems or if you deal with employee motivation issues or when you 
communicate in an open way to get action started in other departments+ you show that the 
process which you are leading is still on track- %our enthusiasm in the face of the 
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problem goes a long way to reverse the possible expectation that a set, back will stop 

your change process- In the old way of problem solving+ where blame gets so much 
attention+ the expectation of the team is that you+ the leader+ may revert to prior 
forms of control- 7he team loses interest once their power is taken away- @nd+ you 
may determine that the risk of failure iV too great+ so you stop too! 
7he renewed you will not let set,backs deter your effort to keep the change process alive- 
%ou will use your hesitation period productively- 7o prove to your team that the process 
is not dead+ you infuse that HmsKtrh]rl that lets people know this setback is temporary-
%our time is use~ productively to solve the problem with all concerned and you get a 
chance to renew yqur own commitment by doing a complete review of the change 
process as well- 7he breather that occurs gives you the opportunity to examine the whole 
system and see for yourself what state the change process is in and what directional 
changes need to ·be made to keep your effort on course- 7he feedback you supply to all 
those involved raises the flag once again+ indicating that you are still on course- 7he 
change process is re,affirmed using direct feedback to your team- .t sends the message 
that all aspects of the change process have been re,directed to assure that the goal is back 
in sight and that your energy is stronger than ever and so are your expectations of the 
team
s commitment is as well- 
1earning )rom 7he 4uiet 7ime 
As a leader+ you are tuned into crisis management- Brisis management becomes such a 
way of life that there is an orientation to wait until something begins to go wrong to start 
your action- If you still have the feeling that being the "fixer" is your key role in leading 
your team then you need to re,read this 8tep- 7he problem solving setting is an easy way 
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for an event to start the process of renewal- .n other cases+ the quiet time that usually 

indicates that things are moving forward may also be a good time to re,examine the 
system- @gain+ renewal is completed while the process is in motion- %ou will need to 
use your sH]FKHq/kH]qmHq skills on a one to one+ or small group two or three( meetings to 
begin your check of the change effort- 
In quiet times+ you are doing more than merely "kicking the tires"+ you are kH]qmhmJ 
from each member of the team+ you are kH]qmhmJ by examining the process- %ou are 
evaluating and feeding back the status of the process- AV a leader you continue the 
renewal of the process- %ou are also continuing your personal renewal+ you are 
developing the people in your team- %ou keep the change process alive- 
2y Bommitment 7o 2yself 
. will illustrate+ using a flow chart+ how my department should process the work- 
. will review it with my team so that we all understand what should be happening every 
day-
. will lead the team in examining one element which has failed in the past- 
. will lead a quiet time discussion to analyze the failure with my team- 
. will do a final review of my own progress in keeping the change process alive using 2y 
:eekly @ctivity 5lanner for help- 
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1ast 2inute 4uestions 
7enewal can be difficult to understand because it requires an in depth knowledge of all 
aspects of leading a team- 4nce stagnation occurs+ what are your suggestions to renew 
the change effort in your department> 
7o be prepared to act on renewal during quiet time or when your change process is in a 
temporary hesitation you must have a good idea of how you will begin- 1ist four or five 
activities that you will start under each condition- 
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Mu Weeklu $cpiripu Plannen 
(ach day we have the chance to influence change in ourselves and in the people who we 
lead- 8ometimes the opportunities presented limit the amount of change we can expect to 
accomplish- Bhoose the plan that fits your team each week- 
&hange Tangep Plan of $cpionPeolle .nrolred &nipical 'apeo 
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7he 2an in the 2iddle +as *one,
 
7he 8upervisor as 1eader +as @rrived 

:hen you began this journey a few weeks ago you probably felt that you had a very 
good grasp on how the supervisor
s job was done- In most cases you were right- 
%ou had already developed many of the skills needed to do your job effectively and 
you may have considered this *uide as an affirmation of what you have 
accomplished on your own- )or others+ this *uide has served as been an awakening-
@ll those who use the 8teps Wo drive the change process in their operation will 
experience a dramatic increase in team participation and the results achieved by 
ridding the process of costly errors- 7aking you out of the middle+ our expression 
for choosing sides+ is done by you increasing your presence in your department- *et 
accustomed to being in their midst+ that is your place of greatest influence as a 
leader-
@s you have seen throughout the 8teps+ the expectation for increased skills does require 
you to move forward- If you think you are just "fine tuning" your past efforts+ the 8teps 
can serve as great a beginning to renew your understanding of the role of leader- 7o those 
who have a bit farther to go+ at first you will think you are way behind- 4ne of the key 
objectives of having a *uide is to provide all supervisors with a range of topics that are 
meaningful to your jobs so that you can discuss different approaches and share your 
observations with your fellow supervisors- 2erely reading through the *uide will have 
no impact on skills improvement if you don
t put it into practice everyday- 
7he design of the material does not require everyone to be changing behavior at the same 
speed- %ou may prefer to tackle a problem area using some simple motivating 
techniques while another supervisor may have his employees focusing on customer 
feedback or analyzing service issues- %ou can each learn from the success of the other 
and you can energize your team in the same way- %our needs are met+ the company
s 
needs are met and no one is spending a great deal of the day in meetings or in activities 
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which would be considered as "wasting time"- @s you have figured out by now+ the 
greatest challenge will be to learn new techniques of leadership and then teach them to 
your team- ThiV kind of activity may seem unnatural at first+ but it is just the opposite- IW 
iV very natural for the leader of the team to do just that , lead , and, let others lead- %ou 
may be asked to be the expert in your operation where you will be the one who 
introduces other supervisors and managers to a part of the 8teps- (nvision this 
opportunity to abandon the 2an in the 2iddle position and enter the 8upervisor as 
1eader world- 
7his change is not something out of 8tar :ars- .t does involve the use of the ideas of: 
uoq in uoqn delanpmenp uoq ao phe pechnical etlenp and uoq ao phe mopirapon sho 
emloseno uoqn peam po lead change %ou no longer are the one who waits for a 
complaint from your team before you act to get them a good rate of pay for their work , 
you become the one who promotes correctness in pay+ you don
t blame others+ you tell 
your team what is deserved and what isn
t- %ou aren
t the target for non,conformity 
errors because you have recognized the standard and have taught your team to be your 
eyes and ears- :hen you do your final reviews you can demonstrate compliance to 
anyone auditing the work of your team: and the best part , each one of your team can also 
take that responsibility! %ou are the leader in quality+ you are the leader in efficiency: 
new ideas come from your efforts with your team- %ou are not struggling to keep people 
because everyone is committed to being part of your team- %ou stop being the victim of 
re,work+ you communicate with the assurance that you have all the correct answers and 
are listened to- .n the end+ not only do others see a difference in you+ but you also see a 
change and you like it- @nd this is not the end , because the chance for growth in each 
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area is limitless- Aut+ it is change and change takes your commitment and energy- 
%ou
re not alone though because everyone around you will be at some stage of the 
change process because of the drive to improve your product and to refine your system- 
7he energy refers to your continued personal investment which will help you to grow as 
the leader in the changing workplac+e- 7he commitment you are making is one that is 
shared with many other people you work with and with the company you work for- 7ake 
a few more minutes to get together a future plan for yourself- +ere are some hints to get 
started-
Auilding %our 4wn 8kills 
If you have taken the time to go through this *uide you have taken the first few steps in 
building your skills- %ou have practiced some of the things you learned and you have 
found out that some are easier to implement than others and that some things work and 
others don
t at least the first time you try(- Con
t stop here- 4ne trip through the 8teps 
will not give you enough of a foundation to build on- 2any methods can be used to 
develop a path to change because there are usually many "right answers" to a problem- 
7hat is why your response to failing to hit a home run on the first solution must be to try 
again with another idea+ then+ make that one work- 
7ake advantage of educational resources- @dvance your skills- *et a catalog and pick 
out a course or seminar which can help you improve your skills- If you have some 
doubts on how to apply+ or you need some discussion about the kind of courses( which 
would fill a need+ ask your boss- ;isit a school counselor to get some recommendations 
about supervisory development courses+ you will find that they are very willing to help 
you break the ice in starting classes again- 7here are literally hundreds of books on the 
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topics of supervision+ management and leadership- 7here are many more on hiring+ 
problem solving+ motivation+ and dealing with employees- 5ass books around to others 
who have similar interests- 7here are also a growing number of courses available using 
the .nternet which can be taken at home- 1earning is all around you- Auilding your 
skills though takes your energy and your commitment to make yourself better- 
7he @chievement Criven 1eader 
@s an achievement driven leader you know things can be made better- 4nce you develop 
goals and a plan to back them+ you
 re off and running- %ou get satisfaction out of your 
endless battle to influence change+ because you enjoy a constant challenge- %ou 
probably reached your supervisor
s position because you showed that you can take on 
tough problems and succeed at solving them while you are working in a team- %ou stood 
out , in a good way- 4thers figure out that you are not trying to impress someone _else+ 
you are trying to accomplish an internal goal- Aecause you have a strong sense of being 
able to influence change by your actions+ it is easy for you to lead by example- %ou have 
used demonstration to show people in your team what you expect- 
7hose are some awesome characteristics+ but they are the standard by which you should 
measure your performance- 7he g0ind of everyday work wears down the average person 
trying to do the job of a supervisor but the achievement driven leader sustains hiV energy 
over long periods of stressful times because of that strong internal goal oriented drive- 
%ou know that you are headed in the right direction+ and you will show that kind of 
confidence to your team- 
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Cemanding "Aetter 7han (xpected" 7esults 
If you continue to motivate yourself by taking that extra step to make a better product or 
have a more efficient team you can achieve fantastic results- IW is not a contest between 
you and other supervisors that builds a winning effort+ it iV everyone
s continuous drive 
to improve- (veryone
s goal becomes clearer when you set a target that all can see-
2aybe the impact is only felt in your team at first+ but soon those not chasing change will 
look out of place-
%our achievement attitude is the trigger to set the change process in motion- 7he 
demand is created by the need to improve to better serve the customer- %ou translate that 
need into action+ first+ within yourself by recognizing the general concepts of where you 
feel you can lead your team to take on the challenge of growth- %ou may get your ideas 
from seeing a competitor
s product or visiting one of your retail locations to discuss your 
product right at the location where it is sold- %ou may bring photos back to your team to 
show them where expectations were not met or to show a better application of one of 
your processes- %our motivation to achieve better results takes your current standard and 
raises it to one which must be adopted because it better serves the customer
s needs-
%our leadership of the team takes the ideas you have witnessed through discussion+ 
approval and implementation- 7his+ of course+ is the "five minute" version of always 
striving toward improvement+ but the drive and motivation is still the same regardless of 
the size of the change- @nd+ it starts with you! @s your team sees your inquisitive 
attitude tum into action+ they too will begin to improve the process- %ou can+ and will+ 
become the leader of change if you use your achievement motivation- 
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)inal 7houghts 4n 1eadership @nd Bourage 

7hink about beginning your change by using the courage you must have to be an 
effective leader- Bourage lets you examine the facts and take personal responsibility for 
improvement- 4nce you conquer the anxiety and uncertainty+ your courage will help 
lead you in the right direction- Bhange doesn
t happen by accident+ courageous leaders 
demand it! 
7he reason that we tried to put some of the benefits of change in this book was to help 
you through those times of doubt where you may think you are the only one trying- .t is 
hoped that those occasions of doubt are few+ but when they do occur+ reviewing the 8teps 
can give you a place to go! 
@ sure sign of your desire to change is just having this *uide out in your work space- If 
you are seen reading the *uide+ hat will confirm everyone
s opinion that they may be 
seeing something different in how you lead your crew- %es+ that
s the difference that 
should be seen , you are beginning to use some of the leadership skills- Aecause your 
change can
t be done secretly+ your crew will see you carrying the *uide into your 
department+ you may even copy a section and have your team review it with you- 
Bhange is an active process- IW will be rewarding and enjoyable for everyone involved- 
2aking the commitment to use your leadership skills+ sharing knowledge and demanding 
better than expected results will mean a better chance of success to your operations+ to 
your team and most of all+ to you! 
2y Bommitment to 2yself 
. will begin my leadership role today! 
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7hem to 8hare .t+ %ou
ve *ot to 4vercome a 1ot of +istory-" 8eptember 0888- 
Ophen Soqnceo 
/ohnson+ :illiam A- :orkforce 1///9 :ork and :orkers for the 10st Bentury 
(xecutive 8ummary+ .ndianapolis+ .1-9 +udson .nstitute- 
1ife 8tyles .nventory- 1evel .9 8elf,Cevelopment *uide- 
+uman 8ynergistics+ .nc-+ 5lymouth+ 2.+ 087/- 
5roblem 8olving9 7he 8ix 8tep 5rocess9 .ndividual 2ethod- Auick Bity+ (mployee 
5ublication- )lint+ 2.- 
:8 Cepartment of Bommerce and :8 Cepartment of 1abor- ":orkplace of the 
)uture-" @ 7eport of the Bonference on the )uture of the @merican 
:orkplace- 0882- 
:oods+ /ohn @-+ /ames 1- Bortada+ eds- 7he 1/// @87C 7raining and 5erformance 
%earbook+ "Aecoming an (xpert"+ by /ames 1- Bortada- 1///- 
(mployee Ciscussions- .nterviews by @uthor+ /une 1+ 0887+ 7rip 7eport- 
4cala+ )1- 
(mployee Ciscussions- .nterviews by @uthor+ Cecember 0887+ 7rip 7eport- 
(phrata+ 5@- 
(mployee Ciscussions- .nterviews by @uthor+ /anuary 0888+ 7rip 7eport- 
Aossier Bity+ 1@- 
8upervisory 2eetings- .nterviews by @uthor+ )ebruary 0888+ 7rip 7eport- 
8ugercreek+ 4+- 
(mployee Ciscussions- .nterviews by @uthor+ )ebruary 0888+ 7rip 7eport- 
)air +aven+ ;7- 
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($5(7.(1B( 8kyline Borporation 

(lkhart+ .ndiana- 0880 , 5resent 
@ leader in the manufactured housing and recreational vehicles industry with twenty, 
seven facilities located across the country- Burrent employee level at nearly 3///- 
• ;ice 5resident+ +uman 7esources 0880 , 5resent 
• @ssisted in staffing of key positions throughout the Borporation enabling it to achieve 
a sixty percent growth in sales over the last two years- 
• Cefeated two organizing attempts at facilities in Balifornia and :isconsin- 
• Boordinated quality improvement initiatives throughout the Borporation-
• .mplemented @C@ and )21@ procedures assuring complete compliance at all 
locations-
17; 2issiles and (lectronics *roup+ @2 *eneral Civision+ 
8outh Aend+ .ndiana- 0873 , 0880 
7he free world
s leader in tactical military vehicle production manufacturing medium, 
sized trucks and the +:22(7 which employed 26// at four locations at its peak- 
• ;ice 5resident+ +uman 7esources 0877 , 0880 
• Cirector+ +uman 7esources 0875 , 0877 
• Cirector+ .ndustrial 7elations 0873 , 0875 
• Ceveloped and executed major downsizing plan resulting in the restructuring of the 
Civision-
• Bhief spokesman at negotiations with :@:-
• 1egotiated $64/ thousand in grant monies from the 8tate of .ndiana for training and 
outplacement-
• :on two arbitration cases over the difficult issue of (quity of 8acrifice-
• Boordinated introduction of (thics.8elf *overnance 5rogram- 
:*@ .ncorporated and 5rofile Cimensions 
.tasca+ .llinois- 0867 , 0872 
8mall executive search and human resources consulting firms with offices in Bhicago area- 
• 5rincipa;4wner 087/ , 0872 
• (xecutive ;ice 5resident 0867 , 087/ 
• Breated search market by building a professional team and marketing the new concepts 
nationally-
• (stablished successful branch locations in 2idwest and :est Boast- 
7+42@8 )- 2c*.11.B:CC% 
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7oper Borporation 
.ankakee+ .llinois- 0872,0873 and 0863,0867 
@ leading producer of appliances and garden equipment with 04 manufacturing 
facilities located throughout the :nited 8tates and Banada employing approximately 
34// in both union and nonunion environments- 
• Borporate Cirector of Bommunications 0872 , 0873 
• Borporate Cirector of 1abor 7elations 0866 , 086 7 
• *roup Cirector of (mployee 7elations , @ppliance *roup 0865 , 0866 
• 2anager (mployee 7elations , .ankakee Civision 0863 , 0865 
• Cesigned and presented multimedia presentations for health care plan changes and 
for an employee stock ownership program- 
• Bhief spokesman at 01 single and multiple unit negotiations- 
• .ntroduced an @ffirmative @ction 5lan model which was ultimately utilized throughout 
the Borporation- 
@llis Bhalmers Borporation 
;arious locations- 0854 , 0863 
2ajor farm and industrial equipment producer with manufacturing locations 
worldwide-
• 2anager (mployee 7elations , .ndustrial 7ractor Civision 0861 , 086 3 
• 2anager 1abor 7elations , .ndustrial 7ruck Civision 086/ , 0861 
• (mployment 2anager , .ndustrial 7ruck Civision 0855 , 086/ 

• +ourly (mployee.5ersonnel 7rainee 0854 , 0855 

• Breated a management training program in cooperation with the *raduate 8chool of 
Ausiness at the :niversity of .ansas which facilitated the orientation of newly hired 
managers to the Civision- 
• Ceveloped multimedia supervisory training module covering the areas of grievance 
handling and employee discipline- 
• Bhief spokesman at negotiations in sales.service locations throughout the country- 
A8 5sychology+ Ce5aul :niversity+ 0855 
1umerous graduate level courses in psychology and in industrial relations- 
Burrently enrolled in 2asters Cegree 5rogram at .ndiana :niversity at 8outh Aend- 

